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The automotive aftermarket business, like most other bus
inesses, is constantly changing. Engineering changes have re
quired stocking of hundreds of parts we never had before. 
Purchasing practices have changed considerably in recent 
years. Our sales programs include a wider market than be
fore. And the computer has changed our office procedures. 

One thii'lg hasn't changed, however. Internal pilferage is 
still with us. Internal pilferage refers to an employee's theft 
from his employer. What has changed are some of the meth
ods used. To better arm you to cope with changing condi
tions, ASIA appointed a committee to update its existing 
Internal Security Guidebook, and "Internal :;ecurity Guide~ 
lines" is the result of the committee's efforts. 

Many theories attempt to explain why internal pilferage 
is rampant. Some point to lowe~ing of moral standards, or 
our permissive society. Others accuse a judicial system that 
"Arrests 'em Monday. Tries 'em Tuesday. Turns 'em loose 
Wednesday." 

This publication emphasizes how to cope with the pro
blem today rather than analyzing iu roots. Fraud, embez
zlement, customer pilferage and burglary are mentioned, but 
they are separate major topics, and should be so handled. 

These are not the "good old days." And to reduce pil
ferage you may have to change your attitudes towards em
ployees and running your business. In order to analyze 
pilferage trends in the industry, we contacted several thou~
and ASIA members. Those questioned represented Whole
salers, Warehouse Distributors, Heavy Duty Distributors, 
Auto Trim Wholesalers, AEA Members, and Paint &80dy 
Wholesalers. Thus the survey fairly represents our entire 
industry .• 

Over 90 percent of the book is new, including the reo"~ 
o sults.of more than 1,000 returned questionnaires from our 

member survey. Also, sample business forms appear in sev
eral sections of the text. Use them as guides to implement 
the manual's recommendations. Finally, the questionnaire 
enclosed with this book is for collecting your opinions of 
this pUblication. Please help us !:Iy completing" the ques
tionnaire and returning it to us. 

The dictionary defines pilferage as the "unauthorized re
moval of property from the premises." Although this defin
ition includes property taken by customers, this publication 
deals primarily with employee theft, because this represents 
the greatest potential loss. Your customers cahnot pilfer in 
six months what a dishonest employee can remove in a day. 

What is tJ:!e pilferage loss in your establishment? IUs 
undoubtedly much greater than you belie,ve-and there 
are ma'1Y substantiating figures to prove this. 

We urge you to use these "Internal Pilferage Guide
lines" to eliminate unnecessary losses and improve your 
overall profit structure. 

CREDITS 
Natu~ally, the first credit should go to the 1,000 ASIA 
members who took the time to fill in our questionnaire. 
'This effort provided us with the largest statistical base ever 
assembled on our industry's internal pilferage problem. 

The respondents gave freely of their experiences, regard
less of how costly and painful they may have been. A!though, 
most respondents gave us permission to use their names, we 

. decided against identifying any firm or individuals. 
We' also owe thanks to: 
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'/ 

EARL I.bOLlVE OF GENUINE PARTS COMPANY, 
Atlanta, GA, who let us extract information from his 
company's management pUblications on this topic. 

THADDEUS DZIERGAS OF SYRACUSE DIESEL 
AND ELECTRIC, INC., Syracuse, NY, who contri
buted data of importance both to AEA distributors 
and the membership as a whole. 

RlfiHARD REINERTSEN OF REID PSYCHOlOG· 
ICAl SYSTEMS, Two Illinois Center, 233 N. Michi
gan AVe., Chicago, IL 60601, for his contributions in 
the areas of polygraph and pre-employment testing. 

PHELPS TIME RECORDING lOCK CORP., 53 Park 
Place, New York, NY 10007, for their inputon time 
locks material. 

And, of course, special congratulations are due to 
ARTHUR WOLFF, Chairman of ASIA's Marketing Com
mittee and Executive Vice President, National Auto Sup
ply Co., Hazelwood, MO, ""ho chaired the Internal Se
curity Guidebook Commir~te~~ He spent countless hours 
supervising the gathering of material, writing copy and 
organizing the text into its fi~.ished form. 
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PILFERAGE: A COSTLY:·PROBLEM 

Internal pilferage may seem an insignificant aspect bf your 
business. But let us pul the impact of internal pilferare in 
economic perspective. The business dollar represents two 
levels .of value: -"Volume dollars" are an annual sales total 
or the size of a particular transaction. "Profit dollars" are 
"volume dollars," minus all costs and expc,oses. 

When someone steals $100 worth of tools at your cost, 
he has takeni\profit dollars. When you lose a sale or have an 
order cancelled, you have lost volume dollars. 

Profit dollars have many times the value of volume dol
lars. Everything pilfered is replaced with the money made 
from profit. Therefore, you should be on the ,;watch for 
even slight shortages, since the net loss is man)! times greater 
than the equivalent volume drop. 

What.is the cost of pilferage to you? The formula is 
simple. At 5 percent net profit, for every $1000 stolen, 
you have to do $20,000 more busiiJess to recoup the loss. 

$120,000 

$100,000 

$ 80,000 

$ 60,000 

$ 

$ 20,000 

$6000$6000 
$4000 

$3000 

.= PILFERAGE 
0= GROS!! SAl"ES f\!EEDED 

, TO RECOVER PILFERAGE 
LOSSES (@ 5% NET PROFIT) 

$2000'$1000 ~"--~_...J. 

Man~ement sh~uld be Wary 'of fbrming preconceived 
ideas. Many managers assume they know' who is honest and 
who is not. BewatelOursurvey shows that23 percent of the 

-
employees caught have over 5 years of service. This includes 
many people with 20 y~ars of service. Surprised? Keep in 
mind, a longtime employee knows all the checks and feels he 
can beat the system. 

Opr survey also asked managers, !'If you caught an em. 
ployee stealing, would you give him another chance?" For
ty-five percent said they would. Statistics, hdWever, reveal' 
that 91 percent will steal again. 'I) 

In addition, research by the -National Mass Retail Insti
tute indicates that: 

• Employees take about twice aS~!-lch as customers. 
• Prosecution takes place about one-third of the time. 
• When prosecution does take place, the conviction rate 

is high. 

EXPLANATION OF TERM~ 
('These are explained in greater detail in each section) 

PILrl:RAGE: Unless otherwise noted, refers to internal 
pilferage only. 

ACCOMPLICE: Any individual with whom your em
'ployee cooperates, including another employ~e, a 
customer,a supplier, a freight driver, etc. 

" MANAGER: A department head, head counterman, 
store manager, company executive, or any other 
person in a responsible position., 

DEPARTMENT: One of the various divisions of your 
';;, business such as shipping, rcceivin~, shop, counter, 

or office. 

TICKET: A written record indicating the movement of 
merchandise .. Examples include Invoice, Debit, 
Credit,Shop Ticket, Paid-Out. 

ABSOR'BING: Removing a~ article for personal use 
. without being charg~ror it. 

WHOLESALE: Taking, large amounts of material as ' 
opposed to. "one socket set'! 

G ' \1 

SPOTTER: Someone: hired by the company to spot 
pilferage. 

r:. ' 

WHOLESALER: Anyone who stocks'and sells., p<lrts,· 
components, and equipment. ,. 

;::? 

TIDE: Try Introducing Deliberate Errbrs to check the 
----:-'hOnesty of employees in various departiUents. 
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MANAGEMENT OPTIONS 

Whenever a battle is' lost history blames the general-not the 
private. The same is true if the battle is won-the general 
gets the credit. This is true, also, in combatting pilferage. If 
it is going on in your establishment, it is your fault, especi
ally if you have spent little time doing somr;thing about it: 
I n exercising your managerial responsibility to prevent pil
ferage, countless methods are available. But the manage
ment options that have"over time, produced the most sat· 
isf~c'tory results involve a logical sequence;;! management 
actIons: // 

// II , . 

• CONVINCE YOURSELF THis 'IS HAPPENING IN 
YOUR ESTABLISHMENT. As illustrated in the previous 
section, pilferage can be very costly to the wholesaler/dis
tributor. And do not make the mistake of concentrating all 
your attention atthe cash register. Management all too often 
feels that watching the cash register is 90 percent of the sol
ution. In actuality cash register losses are the least costly of 
all shortages, since they are most easily checked. Neverthe· 
less, most safeguards are built around checking and double
checking the register, while the rest of the operation re
ceives only casulal attention. 

Merchandise is tbe wholesaler/distributor's primary in
vestment. I t is worth a far greater -am'ount than fixtures, 
equipment,' cash on hand, shelving, etc. Your financial 
statement will show that the greatest concentration of dol
,lars is for inventory. This is the area to watch. 

It is better to pay for every cotter key" 
that you use, so that you can truthfully 
teU any employee that every man in the 
company, including the Boss, must pay 
for everythin~ he gets, no exceptions at 
any time. 

• SET AND PUBLICIZE CLEAR "ANTI-PI.LFERAGE" 
POLICIES APPLICABLE TO ALL EMPLOYEES, IN· 
CLUDING YOURSELF ... And set the example in adhering 
to these policies. If you take anything even as small as a roll 
of tape, and wal k out without billing it, you have given root 
to a trend. Any employee who sees you do it has been given 
an idea. It is better to pay for every cotter key that you use) 
so that you can truthfully tell any employee that every man 
in the company, including the Boss, must pay for every· 
thfilg he gets, no exceptions at any time. .' 

This is a much better approach than to take anything you " 
need and walk out with it. There is bound to be some envy 

4 

by employees who are riot authorized to do the same thing. 
They are tempted to do it themselves, and you, the Boss, 
have caused this temptation. 

Do not underestimate envy. Consider the following 
situation: 

Your wife comes in and askes the counterman for a can 
of polish, ,a roll of polishing cloth, a flashlight and six 
1 ~O-watt bulbs. And your son,. who is building some
thing, needs L!. box of Y4 x 2 stove bolts. She takes all 
this material and walks out without a ticket. Under these 
circumstances, what counterman' would not envy her 
priviledged position and resent his inability to do the same' 
thing? 

There should ,be no doubts as to your 
policies on handling of merchandise, and 
no firm is so small that it cannot have 
written policies on at least a few of the 
items. 

There should be no dOUbt as to your policies on handling 
of merchandise, and no firm is so small th~t it cannot have 
written policies on at least a few of the items. Prepare type
written sheets and give them to every employee. It might be 
wise to bring your policy to their attention at one of your 
compan.y meetings. When pilferage IS discL'ssed, it must 
not be approached in sLich a fashion that your people feel 
it is an accusation. Indicate that this new system is being in
stalled because it will facilitate handling, or it has been used 
effectively by other firms, or ASIA has recommended this 
new, improved policy. All of these are of course, true. V 

Do not apologize to your people for using this new sys
tem, but also do not present it on ¢e basis that you know 
there is something wrong and you are goinijito correct it. 
A "First Sergeant" type of approaG,h to this topic will not 
be the best. You will be much better off if you can get, 
their compliance by co-operation rather than by'fear. 

These written policies can include: 

....... Employee Purchases 
- Checking in of Merchandise 
- IOUs 
- Everything Must be Billed ~'O 

.:.....Pilferage Is a Crime 

G 

They are discussed i!1 detail in later sections. 

-
It ESTABLISH HIRING ANp DEPARTMENTAL CON

TROLS. Avoiding a problem before it begins is alw~ys a 
good idea, and you can do this by setting up practical hiring 
controls that allow you to thoroughly screen and evaluate 
prospective employees, before they start on the job. Hiring 
controls are discussed in de,tail in Section" I. Departmental 
controls are covered in Section IV. 

• ESTABLISH CASH REGISTER CONTROLS AND 
FIRM BILLING 'PROCEDURES. These are discussed in 
Sections Y and VI, resp~ftively. 

If your equipment were not iqentified 
'<~\ 

and you discovered any of these'items in 
an employee's basement, or in a police' 
recovery operation, how could you 
prove in court that the equipment was 
your property? 

-
• IDENTIFY YOUR PROPERTY .. In addition to parts 

inventory, your company owns a loilof person'al property. 
Use an electric engraving tool to permanently mark your 
company's mime on typewriters, adding machines, CRT's, 
staplers, copying machines and other stealable office 
material. Also engrave your company name onciriHs, 
impact wrenches, special tools, valve refacers,- grinders, 
jacks, etc. Even include hand tools if you want"to go that 
far. If you look around your premises you may find other 
items such as ladders, counter adding machines, c~ffee 
maker, etc. 

Although the primary purpose is to avoid having em
ployees take these items, it is also a deterrent to customers 
and burglars. If your equiJ1;r.nent were not marked and you 
discovered any of these items in an employee's basement, 
or in a ponce recovery operation, how could you.prove in 
~ourt thaVhe ~9uipmerit w~ your properw? 

• TRY INTI\QDUCING DELIBERATE ERRORS 
(TIDE). Here we introduce a "new" term called TI DE. As 
you go through the year You may want to check on an in
dividual or department for pilferage. The best way is to 
introduce deliberate errors. In the case of a: 

Driver: ,Pll'textra material on his truck to see if he re
turns it, 

Receiving CJer~,; Hav!!extra material put (~ a shi'p/Tlent 
tosee if it is reported as "over". . 

, 
" 

-
Bookkeeper: When someone gives you "Paid-Oh-Ac

count" money, or any money, add an e)fitra few 
bucks before handing it to the bookkeeper. 

,0 

All Employees: Credit their account with too much to 
- see if they tell you about it. 

Branch Stores: Over-ship, to see if branches report they 
got too mu'bh merchandise. 

Cash Register: Put in extra money, to see if the 'person 
checkIng the register le~:' you know. 

TIDE can be used in almost every department. It will be 
further referred to throughout this gujdebook. An important 
thing to mention here is that unless you h,we a large organ
ization, take no one else into your confidence when using 
TI DE. The best way to keep a secret is to tell no one. In
troduce all the «.~Iiberate errors yourself. If you can't do 
it successfully 01," \ the day you planned, then wait for a 
better day. " 

It would be bad practice to establish a 
system so tight that you require opening 
of lunch boxes, or other actions ~hich 
would alienate the good will of your 
personnel'. 

-
• DO' NOT OVERCOMPENSATE. It is impbrtant.that 

you not overcompensate. It would be bad practice to estab
lish a system so tight that you require opening of lunch 
boxes, or other actions which wou'ld alienate the good will 
of Your' personnel. Pilferage is an important item in your 
business, and should be watched for and safeguarded 
'against, but be sure you keep it in proper perspective. 

Remember, there is no 100 percent cure for pilferage. 
Obviously, we can never expect to completely eliminate this 
problem. We can only hope to use wh'atever the safeguards 
available to us to ,/<eep the problem to a non-injurious level. 
It is possible that many of your precautions will somehow 
be circumvented. If this happens; do not drop your guard 
on all the others. There is still a difference between a drip 
'and a fIood-.,.do not become discouraged because all Your 
plans hav.e failed to work. There will" always be what some 
wholesalers call "acceptable pilferage", such as disappearing 
pencils, scratch pads, envelop~s, etc. How much of this you 
permit is, of cour~e, up to you. 
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Chapter 3 

PRE-EMPLOYMENT SCREENING 

Everyone has done something only to regret it later. With a' 
little precaution you can avoid the regret of having hired a 
pilferer. A few pre-employment screening tactics may pre
vent the hiring o(someone you cannot trust. Here are a 
few suggestions. 

THE APPLICATION FORM 

Use an application form that asks for more than name, 
address, phone and previous employer\s). The application 
form should include questions on honesty and integrity, 
such as: 

• Have you ever h~d an absenteeism problem? 
• Have you ever used drugs? 
• Will you take a Polygraph test? ',' 
• Why da you want,to work for us? 
• Why did you leave your previous employer(s)? 
• Were you ever bonded or havtl you ever", been re

jected for bonding? 

In addition, keep these points in mind when selecting or 
using an aJ)plication form: 

• Include a statement'that the new employee is on a 60 
day probationary period when first hired. This allows 
you time to make a complete reference check 

• Employee signs the application und~rn,~ath,the proba
tionary statement. It may save you a lawsuit later 

• Look over the completed application for handwriting, 
spelling, attention to detail and thoroughness 

." ApplicatiQnsshould providtl space for interviewer's 
,comments. 

Always check reJerences. Use the phone 
if at,.~11 possible-you have the advantage 
of listening to voice inflections. Always 
ask if the reference's company w..<>uld 
re-hire the applicant. J 

--------------------~------~~ 
" REFERENCES ,/. 

Always check references. Use the phone ifatall p/Lible
you have the advantage of listening to voice inflecti\~s. Al
ways ask if the reference's ,company would re-hire the fPpli
cant. Use a letter only when previous employers ref~~e to 
discuss the candidate by phone.'" ., ' . 
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POLYGRAPH (LIE DETECTOR) 

The polygraph is an instrument that records physical re
sponses. Changes in the subject's respiration, ~I()od pressure, 
pulse and galvanic skin response indicate the likelihood of a 
lie to a trained polygraph operator. The polygraph examina
tion has three phases.' 

\ 

THE PRE-TEST INTERVIEW 

During this phase, lasting between 15 and 45 minutes, the 
examiner explains the test's purpose and the nature of the 
instrument. The examinerdevefops and reviews all test 
questions with the subject. 

Three types of test questions-irrelevant, relevant, and 
control-comprise a polygraph examination. Typical "irrele
vant questions" are, "Do you live in Illinois?" M.d "Did 
you ever go to .school?" These "irrelevant questions" estab
lish the subject's n~rmal response pattern. 

In addition, four or five "relevant questions" are asked. 
The "relevant questions" relate to the matter under investi
gation. For example, "Did you steal the missing $5000from 
Smith Aut() Supply?" Included also are "control questions" , 
Although not directly related to the specific incident under 
investigation, these relate generally to tl)p underlying issue. 
ForinS1<!nce, iri a theft case the control question might be, 
"Did you ever steal anything i,l,J your life?" or "Besides 
what yoU' told me, ha~e you ever stolen anything else in 
y01)r life?" " 

At the conclusion of the pre-test interview, the examiner 
reads each test question to the subject. Surprise or trick 
questions have no place in a properly conducted polygraph 
examination.~ ~ 7 

THE TEST 

The examiner reads each test question to' the subject, and 
the polygraph records the subject's physical responses as an
swers are given. This process is typically repeated two, three 

tJ 

or four times, and rest periods provided between each test, 

THE DIAGNOSIS 

" 
The exat'liner interprets the subject's physical responses, 

usually reaching one of three conchlsions: 

• The subject truthfully answered relevant questions 
• The SUbject did not truthfully answer the relev~nt 

questicns 

• The test results are inconclusive. 

"Inconclusive" means tha1i in the examiner's opinion, 
information from the physical recordings is inadequate for 
diagnosing truth or deception. 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
ON POL YGRAPI-I TESTING 

Although the instrument and technique used in any poly
graph examination are important, the critical factor is the 
examiner. An examiner must be an intelligent person with 
a good education. Dealing with people in sensitive situa
tions, he must also get along well with others and be sincere. 
He must view each examination objectively, and not permit 
his personal views, prejudices or biases to distort his per
formance; Also, the examiner should have served a reason
able internship under another examiner. 

As a result of. the sophisticated equip
ment and testing techniques, most 
knowledgeable people in this field feel 
the polygraph is easily over 90 percent 

. accurate. 

It is comm0.l)_ for a polygra,ph subject to be nervous and 
apprehensive about an upcoming examination. This feeling 
is understandable. Nervousness, however, will not cause a 
truthful subject to fail the polygraph examination. Physical 
changes induced by nervousness are separated by the exam
iner from those caused by lying. And during the pre-test in
terview/ the examiner allays the apprehenskms of'truthful 
but nervous,subjects. As a result of the sophisticated equip-

.: ment ill1d testing techniques, most knowh~ageable people in 
this field fl}el the polygraph is easily over 90 percent accurate. 

As an employer you would be usingthe polygrapn most 
often as a pre-employment screening technique. Here is an 
example of how the polygraph worked for one firm. 

A young man recently Qut of the military service.'::3.pplied 
for a job with an armored car, check-cashing agency. The 
company's armored trucks call at large companies to cash 
pay~oll Checks at a relatively small service charge. Since he 
had entered military service immediately after high s~hool, 
this was to be the applicant's first job. He had received an 
honorable, discharge and his references were all favorable. 

During a pre-employment lie-detector test, the subject 
gave deceptive answers when asked if ~e had, ever stolen 
money. He later admitted that during the· brief period since 
his military disc;harge he hac! committed fourpurglaries. He 

obviously was not a good risk for a position with a check
cashing agency! Moreover, for his own good he should not 
have been SUbjected tci1\the temptation that this pos1tion 
presented. " , . 

Laws regarding admissibility of polygraph'Uvidence in 
legal cases'vary from state to state. However, as polygraph 
testing becomes more proficient, courts are increasingly 
accepting their results. Currently 23 states require the lic
ensing of polygraph examiners. Additionally, 15 states limit 
itf use to Griminal offenses. The states in each category are 
shown below. 

Examiner's License 
Required 

Alabama 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
Florida 
Geor:g;(f' 

,-0:. 

fffinois 
Kentucky 
Maine • 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Mississippi 
Nevada 
New Mexico 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
South Carol ina 
Tennessee 
'Texas 
Utah 
Vermont 
Virginia" 

Use Limited to Criminal 
Offenses 

Alaska 
California 
Connecticut ~ 
Delaware 
Hawaii 
Idaho 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Montana 
New Jersey' 
OregDn 
Pennsylvilnia 
Rhode Island 

iF' 

WRITTEN "HONESTY" TESTS 

An honesty test is a paper and pencil psychological test, 
which measures a person's attitude toward honesty. It 
gives an employer theapplicalit's level of predictable trust
worthiness. Further, this type of honesty testing is perfectly 
legal, without restriction in all 50 states. 

Neea, opportunity and attitude operate together to pro- . 
duce dishonesty. Psychological testing focuses on the third 
factor, identifying people with theft prone attitudes .. Even 
though it will not eliminate all employee theft, statistics 
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PRE-EMPLOYMENT SCREENING continued 

show it will probably reduce the rate o(6i1ferage when used 
for employment applicant screening. ~-' 

These tests are based on a discovery made by a pioneer 
in the field of polygraph testing. I;ki41oted that when an 
identical question is asked of a verlfiably honest person 
and a verifiably dishonest person, their answers are diamet
rically opposite. Thus, he could create through question
naires, a rough equivalent of the polygraph. Since 1950) 
when honesty testing was made available to the public, a 
number of these tests ,have cropped up around the country. 

If validated, honesty testing has been 
found to be accurate 85-88 percent of 
tht9time. With its accuracy factor, hon
esty testing has assisted companies in 
dramatically increasing their abil ity to 
identify and hire, honest employees. 

~-~----------------~------------~--•. ---
TEST SELECTION 

When selecting an honesty test, determine whether or 
not it is reliable and valid. That is, does it accurately pre
dict the risk of pilferage? The test's publis,her can be of 
help in these areas. 

" Ask the publisher for any outside, independent re
search which testifies to the test's validity and has 
be<!n accepted for publication in a recognized, profes
sional psychological journal. Have him get you copies 
of that research. 

• Ask if, in the event of a discrimination charge, the test 
publisher will supply professional testimony and legal 
counsel in the defense of their results. This should all 
be offered, and any expenses incurred if such a charge 
is made should be absorbed by the publisher. 

There is another check for a test'~ validity. Check to see 
if it is listed and reviewed in Mental Measurement Yearbook 
by Oscar K. Burds. Mental Measurement Yearbook, available 
in your public library, is America's standard of the industry 
on psychological testing. 

If validated, honesty testing has been found to be accurate 
85-88 percent of the time. With its accuracy factor, honesty 
testing has assisted companies in dramaticallY increasing 
their ability to iaentify and hire honest employees. 

All pre:screaning honesty tests must 'be able to prove and 
statistically demonstrate that their results have no adverse 
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impact on minorities. Obtain assurance that the honesty. test, 
does comply by asking the Equal Employment OpporWnity 
Commission (EEOC) for copies of decisions rendered by 
federal or state(~gencies in discrimination investigations. 

Test only those job applicants in whom 
you are iAterested. 

ADMlNISTRATION AND COSTS 
Test only those job applicants in whom you are inter

ested. The test can be completed at your location in approx
imately 45 minutes. Once completed, the test is checked, 
assuring that all questions have been completed. 

The completed test is mailed to the testing firm's office. 
It is usually scored, analyziSd and the results cal/,ed back to q " 
authorized personnel on ~Ie same day it is received. It can 
also be phoned to the trtt publisher. If he has a'~ incoming 
WATS line, it will, of course, save phone costs. An analyst 
will ask for scoring num~ers and immediately return a ver
bal result. Regardless of the scoringmethod used, a written 
confirmation should be sent. • 

PROS AND CONS 

Just as there are two sides to every story, there are ad
vantages, a,nd disadvantages" to the use of psychologi~a'(\ 
honesty tests. Here is brief list of bOth:,~~:::'::O 

"\~\ 

ADVANTAGES 
:,. Effective 

• Inexpensive 
• Ii/gal in all 50 states 
• ,inoffensive; non-threatening 
·1Easy to administer an'd obtain results " 
ell Creates an immediate security consciousness in new 

and present employees 

DISADVANTAGES 

• Difficult ,~r employers to in, terpretresults and evalu-' 
d~" ate can Id,,~s b¥edupon numerical raw score 

indicators ". 
• The applicant who wa5 dishonest in the past, but has 

recently "gone stra,ight/ wilJ probablY be rejected 

'USE WITH CURRENT EMPLOYEES 

Many testing firms also offer tests for checking the 
trustworthiness of your present employees. They are gen-

! 
I 

I 
f 

I 

erally used before promoting someone or when a significant 
stock shortage is detected. Typically the test is administered 
to a large group of employees eql1ally under suspicion. The 
test minimizes the investiga,tion's scope by identifying the 
personnel most likely contributing to the'-"shrinkage" p~o
blem. Follow~up wit!' another procedure, such as a poly
graph test, can be used with this smaller group. The concept, 
validity, EEOC acceptability and other considerations for 
these tests should be essentially the same as for those de
signed for pre-employment screening. 

The cost, of these tests varies widely, rallging anywhere 
from $1 ° to $30 depending upon the volume and the 
testing firm. Details of thi~ variety of test and its func
tioning, advantages and disadvantages, shou.ld be discussed 
with each test producer. 

BONDING EMPLOYEES 
!\ 

Bonding an employee is a kind cHI insurance which pro
tects you-up to a'specified dollar am0'unt- against pilferage 
by that employee. If you do not presently bond employees, 
you should look into it. If bonding is currently part of your 
operation, review the level of your coverage. To illustrate, if 
,your cashier absconds with $15,000, and your coverage is 
only" $1 0,000, then you lose 'the difference. Most people 
now covered find out too late that they are under-protected. 

Our survey on bonding indicates: 

BOND EMPLOYEES _ 

DO NOT BONP , , 78%' .. , 

As a result of bQnding, those who do: 

RECOVERED LOSSES 

GAINED NO RECOVERIES 
\e. " 

. ' 3S~ 
" 

When recovery"is not made, one of two common fac
tors isusualfy involved. Either the amount stolen is too 
small to bother with, or adequate proof for a court case 
cannot be obtained. However, a'i the survey shows, the min
ority who do bond stand a good chance of loss recovery, and 
the 62 percent figure 'is over twice what it was 1 ° . years 
ago. Changed attitudes toward thtl thief have made the 
difference. Employers prosecute mo~e now and recover 
more. Merchants are no longer taking the fatherly attitude 
toward pilferage. The losses are becoming too severe to 
overlook. 

" ""-~' .,.+-,,-+"-

Beware when dealing with bonding companies. Bonding 
does not necessarily insure you against los5. Like any other 
busines!!', bonding companies exist to turn a profit. There
fore, their contract wording ,and business practices are 
often designed with their convenience and profit in mind. 

For example, your contract with th'e bonding company 
may state that you will be reimbursed "after proven theft." 
"Proof" that an employee took some specific items, can be 
extremely difficult to obtain. It is improbable that you 
could submit an Itemized list like the one below. 

1,282 Spark Plugs 
16 Electric Drills 
34 Point Sets 
11 Socket Sets 
83 Screwdrivers 

Most contracts state that the"employer must provide the 
proof of pilferage. The bonding company will not do the 
detective work for you. Of course, if you suspect a theft, 
the police department might conduct an investigation, and 
the bonding company might participate. If you are using a 
bonding service, check your contract to see if the bonding 
company will also gather the proof of employee theft. 

Also, not all bonding companies actuaJJy check out 
your employees. They may do some surface checking- in
vestigating credit rating or driving record-but they do not 
always dig deep. They play the law of av¢rages, avoiding the 
expense of heavy research. They feel the extra payouts 
caused by superficial investigating \.:"ill be less than the cost 
of doing all the backgrounq work. 

Some employers feel that the illusion of , being checked' 
by a b()Oding company deters pilferage. They have their 
personnel fill out a bonding form but never send i,t in for 
processing. The employee I,las the feeling he is bonded, 
and this acts as a deterrent. 

Until recently, the employer in many cases was his o\'(n 
biggest problem because he refused to pursue total prose
cution. Employers have historically taken the '''soft'' ap
proach, which has meant a light sentence, generally consist
ing of some sort of probation. Management choosing not !o 
prosecute justifies this by s,wing the amounts stolen are too 
small to fool with: The managers contend they will prose
cute if serious amounts are involved. The bonding compan
ies state that employees who see other personnel going free 
will b@ temptea tCipilfer also. 

We are not recommending any approach, because e<ich 
wholesaler/distributQr's circumstances are unique. However, 
as we mentioned earlier, an incr'e<\~ing number of whole
saler/distributors are taking it hard-line attitude tow~rd 
employee theft. 
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Chapter 4 

DEPARTMENTAL CONTROLS 
-
To '. facilitate effective anti-pilferage controls throughout 
your establishment, we have segregated the wholesaler/ 
distriblltor's variCJus operational areas into "departments," 
or general areas of concern. These include: 

." Receiving 
'. Shipping 
• Drivers 
• Shop 
• 'Counter 
'. Supplier Salesmen 

• Office 
• Branch Stores 
• Drive-In Service 
• Computer Operations 
• Afl Departments 

Although some general procedures apply to nearly every 
Ii 

operational area, each has its own set of idiosyncracies, op-
portunities for pilferage and methods for combattine it. 
Each of these areas is discllssed in detail below. 

i! RECEIVING 

Receiving appears to be the least likely place to have a 
problem, because., the topic under discussion is merchandise 
"leaving" the place, not coming in. However,'this depart
ment enjoys no immunity. "Receivingl1 pilferage can be 
accomplisht;ld in many ways .. 

As mentioned before~ in small organizations the receiving 
clerk is often the same person who puts the merchandise 
on tre sh~lf, and also the one who ships it out. In these 

. cases it is easy to claim there was a shortage in shipment, 
because the merchaildise has already been., put in stock. 

The best procedure to cOunteract this is: 

v 

• Have the clerk notify you right away of every incom~ 
Q ing shortage. Instruct him not to wait several days. 
• Instruct him not to put any of the merchandise away 

until he caf!s you. 
• Check with the shipper or supplier promptly, while 

everything is fresh in the minds of the people who may 
, ,~have handled it. This is an easier situ.ationto handle if 
, your Perpetual inventory is accurate. " 

Th~ important thing to note here isth,at a receiving 
clerk's collusipn with a freight driver, wareWouse driver, efc. 
is all that is .needed to fo~rm a "shortage""team. The incom
ing cfriver is able to get the. merchandise out of the building, 
because he's able to leaye withqut suspicion with a truc"~ 
load qf merchandise intended for other customers. 

Ot~er ,employees in your organization also get~to know 
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incoming dri.ers, and might be tempted to use the same 
means to get their material out of the building via the re
ceiving dock. To make this more diffic!Jlt, some estaqlish
ments set !-1P a <lyelfow line" area, with ",a sign stating that 
noo-employees are to stay within those liiles. 

It is a good idea to spot-check the,ne\~t incoming ship
ment yourself from that cofnpany which;'~)ways seems to 
have shortages. This is also a good place forn-IDE. 

The ASIA Member Survey indicated the. recefqhg-'clerk 
was responsible for 7 percent of recorded\\piffera~e. This , ,'" ~. 
was at the low end of the spectrum. "'=,-j 

In one case reported .in the Member 
Survey, the shipping clerk was routinely 
parcel posting a box to his own hous~. 
Not only was he stealing, but the owner 
was paying the postage. 

r' 

SHIPPING 
,\ 

The greatest pilferage loss comes from collusion, and the 
shipping clerk and driver combination enjoys the perfect 

( set-up for getting merchandi;e out of th~ building without 
lit being obvious., In fact, most pilferage teams seem to in

CTUCle eithera shipping (~Ierk or a driver. The shipping clerk 
is always at the shelving, plJlJing parts, and the driver is al
ways loading it onto the truck. It is an'easy matter to put 
more on than was invoiced: There have been cases reported 
in which the rebuifders' truckdriver, working with the ship
ping clerk, Was able'to easily haul out extra material at the 
bottom of the core barrel. , 

In one .case reported in the Member Survey, the shipping 
clerk was routinely parcel posting a box to his own house. 
Not only was he stealing, but the owner was paying the 
postage. Naturally, one. box mixed in with several others 
was easy to "16~e" in the everyday crlishof:,business. ' 

\ To avoid this, tr~ to use a Schedule It)Shipments similar 
to the example shown on page 11. You can ~a5i/y make up 
your OWll form, and make several photocopies. ,After you 
determine what form works best for-you, have it printed. 

',~ '. Y' 

By using this kind of form you can spot-check to see if 
any shipments are ready to go out, but are not listed. 

1< \1 

.In the ASIA Member:,Survey, the shipping clerk· Was re
ported responsible for 10 percent of the pilferage. This is' 
higher than supplier salesmen, sliop or receiving department. 

G (i 
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DEPA~TMENTAL CONTROLS continued 

,\ 'f 

c' DRIVERS 

In the Member Survey, the driver was mentioned as the 
culprit mQre often than any other employee, except the 
counterman. This is not surprising, since the driver has count::, c 

less opportunities to get merchan,dise out of the building. 
And he also knows a lot of potential customers who mi&ht 
be 100kingSor bargains. In fact, drivers Were mentioned so 

'-\.. ' 
often there m;3~ tendency to assume there are no hon-
est ones, which~cturse, is both unfair and untrue. 

Here is a sampling of how drivers have wqrkedsome 
schemes: 

1. Picked up orders at warehouse, but not all o,phe mer
chandise got to the store. The driver mad~:1 an extra \\ 
stop at home to drop off the contrabanfl It was 
checked in as,a shortage. 

2. Loaded extra material on the truck, and left it with 
a customer to hold temporarily. 

3. Offered to help with order filling (so he could get to 

the bins). '. 
4. ,Picked up returns from custonlers-saw that they go,t 

credit-but parts never got back to the store. 
5. Put in two gallons less gas in truck than gas ticket 

showed. At the end of the week the unused gas was 
put in his own car. -\ 

6. Brought in Cash Tickets showing customer got 2 P,~!} 
cent discountfor cash, when it really didn't happen. 

7. Left str.len merchandise in his truck, which was parked 
outsi«e. Came back at night and retrieved it. 

8. whlh customer paid cash, the driver pocketed the 
money and reported that the customer didn't need the 
OJerchandise, so he put it back on the shelf. 

9. Driver's duty included working on Perpetual Inven
tory, so he changed the cards to match his pilferage. 

10. [)uring a delivery, while waiting for the customer to 
get out from under the car or to come in from out
side, the driver would steal from the customer's stock. 

11. The driver taking Parcel Post to the Post Office took 
along extra labels addressed, to himself, and applied 
them over the original label. The problem was later 
blamed on "poor postal service~' 

12. The "river sold the truck's spare tire and wheel, aod 
'claimed it was stolen. )\ " , 

13. The driver claim'ed that whil~ he was inside making a 
delivery, someone stole p,arts off the truck, while in" 
fact it was the driverwho took them. 

The following procedures could help prevent some of 
the examples of pilferage numbered above: 

J. Call the manager at the warehouse righti;lwaywhile 
it's fresh in his order picker's mind. Do this every 
time there is a shortage. 

c:.: 

~::/ 

11.3. Occasionally, and unannounced, check every item 
,if, on the truck just before it leaves, to see if every-

(', 

thing is covered by an invoice. -, 
4,6,8. The driver should not be permitted to retUrn mat

erial directly to stock, or to ring the cash register 
from his own deliveries. He should check in to 
another person. 

5. Every gas ticket turned in should be entered on a 
sheet showing speedometer miles, gallons purchased 
and dollar amount. ,It takes only a few minutes to 
determine if the truck, isgettf~grespectable mile
age, or ohly four miles to the ,gallon. 

12,13." Have the driver make a Po!ic~ Report. It may deter 
, future incidents, be~ause it is illegal to file a police 

report on aJalse crih\~. ' , '" 

In some cases as many as,20 different comp!lnies reported 
the same schemes. Other schemes were also mentioned, but 
these were the most common. 

In the Member Survey; drivers were reported respohsible 
for 27 percent of the thefts. Thiso is a higher 'percentage 
than ~ny other area, except the counter. 

~? 

Naturally, you do not want to slow 
down the operation, but you c6uld and 
probably should insist that all parts be 
pulled by the counterman. 

THE SHOP 

The machine shop, in most cases, is virtually- a separate' 
entity. The customer usually goes di~ectly to:{~ shop and 
deals,directly with the machinist. The work to be,performed 
and price to be' charged are determined between the two Qf 
them. The machine shop man, more often"than not, also 
pulls his own parts. " 

The whole set-up is so self·contained that, if the mach
inist wanted, he could perform wo~k and not charge for it, ' 
and give out parts and not charge for them. While he's 
pulling the parts he needs, he could also "pull 'parts for the 
customer. 

Naturally, you do not want to slow down the operation, 
but you could and probably should insist that all parts are 
pulled by the counte,rmao, Who ~hould Ust them clirectly on 
the Shop Ticket. 

One of the most-cited reasons machinists are allowet\to 
go to the shelves themsel)/es is that Clthe:counter~an <is al
ways busy."This can be cured to sbme degree by maldog 
the machinist think ahead and be more'businesslik~:,:!nstruct' 

him to make a list of what he needs, and: 

- Request all parts for each job at one time. (0 
..,.. Submit the request when he receives the job, not 

three minutes before he's going to use them. 

The counterman can then pull the parts at his first break 
in counter traffic. 

, EIsewh~re we mentioned the technique of putting good 
material in the scrap barrel that's outside the back door, then 
retrieving the material after closing. The machinist is in the 
best positiol) to do this. Some cases were. reported in which 
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), while going over tax re
turns, asked what happened to the money the wholesaler/ 
distributor received from selling scrap. 

If you ,cover his tools on your insurance 
policy, get an inventory of h is property. 
This avoids his adding new numbers to 
his toolbox at your expense, o~ claiming 
excessive losses. 

Tool insurance coverage is ano,ther facet of potential 
machine shop problems. General industry practice is that 
the mechanic furnishes his own hand tools, and the em
ployer furnishes the air, electric and special tools. If you 
cover his tools on your insUranCe policy, get an inventory 
of his property. Thisavoids his ,adding new numbers to his 
tool box at your e~~~ense, or claiming excessive losses~ 

In the Member Survey, the shop man was responsible 
for losses in 7 percent of the cases. He was the least trouble
SOme person of all the, employees-but 7 percent can still 
represent quite a few dollars. 

THE COUNTER 

Because thecouflter is the highest-traffic area in your es
tablishment, it has a high potehtial for pilferage activity. 
Since the owner often spends a lot of time on the counter, 
he may feel he 'is watching it, and probably is. Neverthe
less, pilferage still occurs. Here are the principal "schemes" 
to watch for: 

• Customer and counterman have an arrangement in 
which purchases are made right at the counter; but 
only a portion of them are billed. These transactions 

, can even be handled right under your nOse. This is 

especialfy true where a lot of merchandise is on dis
play. These transactions usually result in" the custo
mer's hurrying to leave the counter as soon as he has 
his material. This type of. collusion can often be de-

,'j tected when a customer insists that a particular coun
terman wait on him, or", when his phone calls are al
ways limited to this counterman. 

Also watch for invoices on which items have been 
scratched off because "the customer decided he did
n't need it after I got it lOUt." The deletion may have 
occured hours after the customer/accomplice leaves, 
allowing him to walk out the door fully invoiced in 
c,ase he is stopped. 

• Counterman writes refund slips for material or core 
deposits which are not actually returned. Since most 
firms require the cash sales ticket in order to make a 
refund, insist,that this ticket be attached to the "Paid
Out" slip. For returns made on charge accounts, the 
office copy should be marked showing that it "Was re
turned. This will keep you from writing several credits 
on the same item. 

• Counterman puts list prices on cash tickets to list 
customers, then alters them to show net price before 
ringing tDem on the register, and keeps the difference. 
The safest way to handle this is to have validatingj 
type cash registers. ThiS is the register that stamps the 
amount of the ticket. The other choice is to have'bne 
cash ticket copy stay in the machine. This copy, of 
course, cannot be altered (See Section VI, Cash ~O,\ 
Register Controls). . ' ~~, 

• Counterman deliberately mis-adds cash tickets, then 
corrects the amount after customer leaves,and pockets 
the difference. If your office procedure is such that 
you check additions or extensions, then you will catch 
this. If not, be on your guard if one clerk seems to 
always have tickets with erasures or correptions 

• .A:ltering,,'of amounts on cash tickets, as shown on 
example below: 

//.Z.z. 

t1:Z2.. (1.Z~ 
j':f;/.Zl. (,'.Z7) 

1(/.,1. 2. (11). Z,y 

7.'5 

r. 95 l'l-vs)" 
7·/S fl.,$) 

Notehbweasily the $11.22 was changed to $4.22, 
'$1.22, 0($10.22, and how $7.95 was changed to 

other lesser amounts. Other numbers can easily be 
converted in this manner. 

.. . 
I, 
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DEPARTMENTAL CONTROLS continued 

• Counterman issues phony -Paid-Outs for pickups or 
hardware items, which have not actually been made. 
IXII Paid-Outs should be made (or OK'd) by the 
manager, and should have the sales slip attached. 

• Counterma,n voids cash ticket, then pockets the mon
ey. 'To prevent this, instr.uct the counterman to fol
low a set procedure wheneJler he void,s a ticket, as 
follows: ' U 

- Draw a line through every entry in such a man
nerthat the Ticket can still beread. Otherwise, you 
will often find that when you refer to a voided 
ticket, it has been so obliterated that you cal)not 
make it out. 

- Marl'< the Ticket "VOID" in bold letters. 
- Mark J:he reason for voiding, such as: 

"Duplicated Billing" 
"Wrong Parts" 
"Rebilled" 

- When it is rebilled, give the "new" invoice number. 

You might also consider changing your policy of 
voiding "Cash Tickets" to one of "Absolutely No 
Voiding of Cash Tickets.". (Write a refund slip instead) 

(.' t , 

• Since the counterman takes most of the calls for de
livery to customers, he can fill the order with the re
quested items-and add in extras"';or simply not bill 
all of what he has given. 

• See "Cash Hold Tickets" underOffice control. 

These transactions can even be handJed 
right under your nose, This is,especially 
true where a lot of merchandise is on 
display. 

Some of the previous transactions cannq,t be easily ac~ 
complished when there is computer billing at the counter 
since the computer makes the entries. Many wholesalers/ 
distribQtors"commented in ;othe Member Survey that since 
installing computers their gross profits improved. Some of 
this is, of course, due to the elimination of errors. But we 
cannot overlook the probability th~t;:~ome of this improved 
margin is the result of closing some pilferage leaks. 

In the Member Survey the counte~fl1an was reported to 
be th,e most prevalent department in whic/:! pilferage oc
cured. The counterman was responsible in 31' percent of the 
cases. This was nearly as great as the combined total of 

" shipping clerk, salesman, shop operator and receiving clerk. 
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SALESMEN 

The Member Survey indicated that the wholesaler's/ 
distri.butor's own salesmen are involved in pilferage more 
often than the Receiving Department of the Machine Shop. 

'Salesmen were reported fesp,onsible for eight percent of 
the pilferage loss. 1\ 

This is possible because oftheir unique position. A sales
man, most times, has access to everything in the store. He 
is always in the shelving, office, shop or"shipping areas. He 
handies a lot of paperwork, includirig writing credits. 

Typical sales pilferage tec~,njques include: 

• Taking material as salesman's sample or leaving mat
erial on trial with customer, and not returning it. To 
counter this, establish some type of Salesman Sample 
Procedure. Do not trust anyone's memory to get t/:le 
samples Oack. Two contrQI methods which wil(/ac
complish this are: 

'\~, 

-, Actually invoice to the salesman,'at dealer cost, 
items taken by "him, and write a credit upon re
turn. If you feel this could be conflJsed with his 
regular account; then use two separate statements 
With One marked "Sample Account." , 

- Make up a 3 X 5 card for every item taken as a 
sample, and have him initiant. Upon return of, the 
item, have 'him· request the card back. Obviously, 
any card still in the file with, his signature indicates 
he still has the sample. 

• .. Bringing in cash for customer payment on account, 
,but instead writing a credit for equal amount of 
merchaQdise. Do not permit salesmen to write credits, 
even though they are permitted to" give the customer 
a Paid-On-AccounD receipt when collecting money. 
Credits for returned merchandise should be written 
by other authoi"ized person~el~' 

• Claiming customer was shorted on order, and asking 
for "no charge" material. As outlined elsewhere in this 
book, shortages shoUld always be handled atgepart
ment-head"levels. Po not permit order filler or ship
ping clerk,to corr~ct any errors without your approval. 
It is impoitant to place shortages in a major category 
when~, "the boss is informeq of it."(Se(i"Section VI I, 
"Dealing with Pilferage") 

OFFICE 

Office type thefts are lIsually considered as embezzle
m~ntJ and we said we would not cover fraLJd or embez-

zlement because they are full topics on their own. However, 
some, office activities should be w~hed closely: ,,' 

• The person making up bank deposits should not be 
permitted to write credit memos. This keep5 them from 
writing a credit memo for payment on account, then 
pocketing the money. The customer will not com-

", plain, since his next statement will show a clean slate. c 

• Office personnel making payments to non-existent 
companies. 

• Office personnel paying for invoices on which mer
chandise,has not actually been shipped. These cases will 
more reagily occur with the c.ollusion of small local 
suppliers, rather than direct factory-type shipments. 

• If the same person who checks the cash register also 
handles Perpetual Inventory, be sure he or she is not 
working in complicity with 50meone at the counter, 
or in some other vulnerable place in the,store. A few 
cases were reported in which office personnel, when 
checking the register daily, managed to accomplish 

"a false shortage. This is a place for TIDE. 

Ma,ke it a standard practice for the person signing the 
checks to ask at random "to see the entire file" on some 
of the transactions. Special attention should be given to 
checks made out to lumber companies, appliance whole
salers or other areas where the material may be siphoned 
off into personal channels. Also, periodically look at a few 
of the files on local warehouses and ti'ansient help payrolL 
Avoid a pattern of checking, and do not explain your rea
son for wanting to see the entire file. Keep your inquiries 
"all over the lot" so that the office cannot be sure where 
you will look tomorrow, or next month. 

It is important to ask many questions when you are 
loo~ing into 'ihe "entire file." Go into great detail with 
your questions, and do not show that you are. completely 
satisfied. Do not complain by saying you are dissatisfied, 
but do not express satisfaction either. 

• Cash Hold Tickets~ Although they originate at the 
counter,' Cash Hold Tickets eventually end up as an 
office function. A cash-hold transaction is a peculiar
itY of the wholesaler's/distributor's business. It is 
_.not a cash sale, nor is it a charge sale. It is some
thing in between and is comparativelY easy to void 
or to write off. It is usually poorly written and 
cryptic"such as: 

Bill 
@ Main Street Motors - $5.00 

,) ".' or 
Red 
@,Acme Chevrolet - $7.00 

The beneficiary is "usually an employee of a regular 
charge customer, to whom we have given this temporary 
charge. ,Many of these people are transient, and a month 
later they are gone without a trace. Since cash-hold iterns 
are not usually for large amounts, management otten has 
a tendency to overlook them. But watch them, they can 
add up. 

BRANCHES 

Branch,stores are good examples of areas where large vol
umes of material are handled well out of your sight In 
places like this, the activity is fairly high, and underhanded 
activity can easily get lost in the shuffle. Pilferage is easily 
accomplished in the branch operation, because the branch 
store truck (or your truck, if you deliver) is in and out .of 
the branch every day. Overshipping is a simple matter, dif
ficult to detect because the branch was never billed for those 
items, and, therefore, cannot be short those part numbers. 

The accomplice in this Clise does not necessarily have to 
be the driver. The accomplice could be the person at the 
branch who checks merchandise in. He is the one who would 
report overages or shortages. 

This is where TIDE must be used often. As stated else
where, when you Try Introducing Deliberate Errors, do it 
as follows: 

- Overship severai items. 
- Undership several items. 
- Do both in the same shipment. 

If the shortages are reported-but not the overages~ 
you will know you have a,problem. If you overship only, 
and don't undership, the branch store can always say "We 
were busy that day and didn't check in the shipment, so 
we didn't know it was overshipped." Insist that branches 
check in their shipments at once. 

Branch store returns·should also be watched, because ' 
they sometimes run as high as 15 percent of sales: 'Filis 
makes for a lot of ,return traffic, Branch store operators 
have reported "pilfered" returns, such as: 

- Old cores instead of new in the box. 
- Boxes that are returned as 10-1n-the-box are not 

full boxes. 
~ 

Li - Gasket sets and other sets have been broken oPen, 
and have parts .. missing· 

- Merchandise is, returned in a brand you do not 
stock, or it was discontinued three years ago. 

If these returns are accepted without close check-in, and 
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DEPARTMENTAL CONTROLS continued 

that store is credited with full value, t~!e branch has built up\) 
a "balance" to_work from. 

p'aperwork between stores must be complete an,d reviewed 
at least annually. 

DRIVE-IN SERVICE 

In recent years some wholesalers/distri!:1utors have added 
drive-in bays, and this has created the Keed for a new set of 
safeguards. 'We now have a simple way for the thief to get 
material out of the building. When the customer picks up 
his vehicle, he could leave with atrunkful of your merchan
dise. If company tools are left in the vehicle, and discovered 
there by management, the perfect excuse is "They were left 
there by mistake." 

The ~~Iationship between an employee and a drive-in 
customer is much closer than at the counter. Many car own
ers will hang around for hours waiting for their vehicle, and 
this gives them an opportunity to become friendly with 
shop personnel. Also, if the customer leaves with a box of 
merchandise "that he had in the trunk," who is going to 
stop him? 

Another technique is not to list on the Shop Ticket all 
the parts that were used. ,. 

Many vehicles require road-testing when completed, and 
this, again, provides an unsupervised channel through which 
parts can leave your business. 

Obviously, controls a~ecessary"even though they are 
hard to implement. In the summer}, most .overhead doors 
are fully open, and People stream in and. out all day. Never
theless, you should establish ground rules to cut down 
pilferage possibilities'. 'co 

These ground rules can include: 

• The vehicle owner snquld talk only to the Service 
Manager, andleave his vehicle where he pulled in. 

'0 (} 

• Have a separate waiting area for customers, "with 
chairs and perhaps a t,elevision see •. 

• If the mecharlicis ready to test drive the vehicle, the 
Service Manager should look in the trunk and back 

(.! . 

seat. 

• The mechanic should not be Permitted to get any
thing out 'of :;tock. J'lstead, he should p:r::::.~s request'~ 
on a note and hand to the parts man ol\,Service 
Manager •. 

• When the vehicle is ready and parked outside, lock all 
doors to b~ sure nothing is pui in it later. 

Of course, these precautions have to be accomplished 
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with tact. Do "9t approach them in an "investigative 
manner." There is no need to alienate either thencustomer 
or the mechanic. 

GOMPUTEROPERATIONS 

In the early days of computers it was easy to avoid com
puter theft. You merely "put .. a lock on the input"machine '_' 
and ,went home!' But today it is a whole new electronic 
battle. A smart thief can steal more with a terminal than he 
can with a gun.-Several cases have been reported in which 
high school students have manipulated computers through 
a telephone modem, link, and defrauded unsuspecting com
panies of thousa,nds of dollars in merchandise. Others have 
gained access to travel agency computers, acquiring sco-res 
of free travel tickets. Bank employees have juggled accounts 
for years before being caught. Other trusted personnel. have 
put phony people on the payroll, paid ghost companies' 
non-existent invoices, made refunds to phantom accounts, 
etc. Strangel), enough, publicity on these has been sparse"be
cause companies fear tl'ie bad publicity, and management 
does not want to admit they have been taken. 

, When establishing computer controls' and safeguards, 
keep these factors in mind: 

• It is difficult to thwart a computel" professional wh() 
has chosen your •. computer to tap-but the pro is not 
the major threat. Th~, major threat comes from the 
opportunities provided for your own employees to 
"play" with your computer. 

• All computer systems. provide the possibility of an 
activity report at the end of the day. Use it! This is 
your most effective safeguard against computer theft. 

• Request the suppliers of your computer hardware and 
software ~ystems to advise you on methods to make 
your computer system more resistant to theft. Or 
secure the services of a "computer consur,tant" l)r 

"data systerrconsultilntl/(often listed iii the '(,ellpw 
Pages of the telephone directory). If your local 
police department has 'jf.,fraud and Bunko depart
ment, they might also be able to /lelp, If you decide 
to bring in a computer consultant; get his price first. 

'Some of these specialists charge $100 an hour plus 
expenses, if travel is involved. " 

• Establish levels of access, such as "Read Only" for 
all personnel who do not know the "pas~word" to 
vulnerable areas in the computer. 

• Do not abdicate resJJonsibiliJY"to the' computer. 
Many organizations, for instance, insist that all checks 
be signed by "a responsible offi<;ial, rattler than letting 
the computer issue and flsign"checks. This provides 
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an important safeguard. 
• You may also want to discuss coverage of computer 

operations with your insurance carrier. Get from him 
the advisability and price of coverage on: 

- damage, theft or wiping out of software, programs 
and security discs ' 

~ damage to hardware and main frame 
- busines~ 'interru'ption during downtime 

Coverage of cOJ'lPuter operations is different than 
ordinary fire or lOss coverage-check it out. ' 

~ ,,, 

PILFERAGE POSSIBILITIES 
in ALL DEPARTMENTS' 

We have segregated the. boek into departments, shOWing 
what to watch for and actions to take in those departments. 
But some activities can be accomplished in several depart
ments, and s~metimes by everyone. 

• Taking out merchandise in a lunchbox or a coat. In 
some cases}' when the person is caught, he or she will 
claim it was placed there by another employee as a 
prank, or maybe to "get even." Security is generally 
not as tight at lUnchtime as it is at night-and material 
may be more easily taken then. 

, Putting merchandise in the trash barral outside and 
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taking it out of the barrel after closing. 
• If trucks are parked inside, puts merchandise in the 

truck, and retrieves it after the truck leaves the 
premises. () 

II "Breaking Out." This means an employee conceals 
himself in the store just before closing, He then takes 
whatever he, wants, and "breaks out~" NOTE: This 
cannot be done ifall doors need a key, even t9 get out. 

• If there is a second floor window (especially if over
looking an alley or parking ,lot), it is ali easy matter to 
throw pilfered merchandise to an accomplice: 

• If a customer asks to have someone'drop merchandise 
off on hi:. way home, this creates an excellent oppor
tunity to take along a few extra items. 

• Factory men spend a lot of time in your aisles. They 
may not steal their own material, but may take mer
chandise·froln another salesman's area or tool line. 

• "Stuffing." This is concealing small articles in a big
ger box. Items such as ratchets, sockets, grease seals, 
ignition parts, valves, hydraulic parts, gas filters, 
boxes of bolts, PCV valves and many others can be 
hidden in boxes of brake shoes, mufflers, water 
pumps, pressure"plates, etc. 

Look over this list and set up your safeguards, such as 
changing all "snap~lock" doors to deadbolts so "breaking 
out"carinot· occur. You may want to "move the trash bar
rel inside, and develop other procedures that fit ydur own 
situation. 1.1 
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Chapter 5 

Run properly, the j;ash register.is an important and accurate 
t901. Howeyer, loose procedures at the register can incur a 
substantial fin.ancial drain on your business. The key to 
safe Lise Of the register,' as mentioned earlier, is an estab
lished policy-one which everyone understands and follows. 

The followil1g eight situations represent typical costly 
cash register transactions to watch for: 

• The customer buys. three items and l'eturns one of 
them. But the refund ticket indicates all three items 
were returned, and the employee pockets the differ
ence. To avoid these phony paid-outs or refunds have 
the customer sign the refund slip. Also, attach the 

. original sales slip to the refund slip. Since most wholec 

salers/distributors require the invoice for any refund, 
this is easily done. 

• Another common problem is persistent cash shortages 
in the register. If this occurs at your counter, .consider 
using a multiple drawer register. Each emp.loyee has 
access .and responsibility for only one drawer. A re
duction in-or the elimination of-shortages often 
comes with the Joss of annonymity. A validating 
.register also combats shortages. This machine stamps 
the amount of the sale along with the clerk's num
ber on each ticket. I~kddition, a validating register 
also confirms paid;.e:.;cs, which eliminates that pro- . 
blem. Paid~outs are discussedJater. A rebuili;~rnachine 
costs about one-third the price of a new one, and, 
although special invoices are preferred, this type,,9f 
machine will work well with your present invofces. 

/, 

Do not permit the driver to ring ~'p his ·l.' 

own deliveries or anyo,ne but authorized 
register personnel to make change for 
personal use. 

• Unauthorized personnel in the register. Do 110t pev 
mit the driver to ring up his own deliveries orper
mit anyone but authorized register personnel to make" 
change for"personal use. 'The fewer people into the 
register) the better. Jt is easy to explain that if there is 

II '. . ,. 
a shortage, employees are not su'spect ff they never go 
to the register. 

• IOUs s.hould be avoided altogether. However) if y.ou 
choose to allow them, only a department he~d'should 
)'Irite them. And the date the employee is going to 
pay back should be rioted on the IOU. IOUs are too 
easily "lost" fl;om the regi,ster. Having the employee get 
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the money from the office, ·rather than the register, 
also avoids problems •. 

• Bogus checks. An employee may cash a bogus check 
for an accomplice and then be "un~ble to l,;,ecall" who 
presented the check .. An established check-cashing 
procedure 4voids this. Refer to the .next section on 
cashing.checks for suggestions. In a similar vein, use 
of stolen credit cards has become. popular so you 
should be on the lookout for problems with unauth
orized credit cards. One counterman may caUse all 
the problems, and can quickly relieve you of a lot of 
money. 0 

Cash register overages ~Iso present temp
tation. An employee may pocket an 
overage that has built up in the register 
during the day. 

• Cash register overages also present temptation. An 
employee may pocket .an overage that has built up 
in the register during the day.lhe overage can ac
cumulate from a nUfuber .ofsmall sales (10to 25 cents) 
for which tickets are "not written. Frequently, the 
money from such 0sales is left on the register's ledge, 
becoming a temptation for use in a vending machine 
or building an overage. Such pilferage is notnecessar
ilyln'small amounts. An overage can also be created' 
by simply not writing a ticket for a large ticket item. 
One possible solution is to establish a procedure 
whereby all items, regardless of price, must be in-' 
voiced at the time of sale. Some wholesalers/distrib· 
utors have a policy where any sale under 504: value 
is still invo.iced at SOc!:. The.customer is forewarned 
that the minimum charge on cash sales is 50¢. If 
such policies, or" variations thereof, are used, the 
practice of establishing overages will probably never 
occur. 

• Cash refunds for charge items. Many customers rout
inely charge some iteins while they pay cash for 
others. A dishonest employee might write a credit 
memo for a returned charge item, while at the same 
time writing a cash refund. The refund is, of course, 
pocketed by the employ-ee. The solution? Mark the 
original office invoice on a,1I returns ahd refunds. 
Additionally, add a note to the original office inVoice 
indicating the item has been returhed. This prevents 
several returns of the same item. " 

• Temporary paid-outs. You can stop another cash leak 
by prohibiting all "terTiporary"-and undocumented
paid-outs. For example, someone takes $10 from the 
register and gives it Jo the driver to take the parcel to 
the post office, saying,"I'1i write the 'paid-out' when 

'you come back and give me the exact amount." 
Writing the "paid-out" later is easily "overlooked," 
and the register is suddenly $10 short. Establish a 
policy: Even if the driver will be gone only a few 
rrlinutes, show the "paid-out" on a slip placed in the 
register. 

Some wholesalers/distributors have insti
tuted a so-called "cash register is for cash" 
p'r~gram. They have removed all other 
tr".nsactions from the register. 

One simple policy avoids many register problems. Some 
wholesalers/distribut~rs ha~~instituted a so-called. "cash 

. register is for cash" program: They have removed all other 
.' transactions from the register. If there are any refunds, 

IOUs, paid·outs, etc., they are handled from the office. The 
cash register is used only for cash sales. 

AI'though it is unlikely that you are experienci.ng a sig
nificant cash loss from each of these deceptive practices, 
your aWareness oPthem goes a long way toward prevention 
of significant losses from all of them added together. 

CASHING CHECKS 

, During the business day I checks presented,at' your coun
ter fall into two categories. First, are those presented by a 
well-knowntustomer, someone established with you from 

\~~~om you would .have n6?cfuble getting" payment for a 
check that bounces. Second, are those presented by anyone 
else. , '. 

The second category createsthe probhim. And although 
only. about three percent of the checks accepted are bad, 
they are 100 percent of the problem. Checks th~t come in 
the mail cannot be screened, but these are not part of the 
troubl~some three percent. Checks coming across the 
counter create the headaches. 

It is a good idea to appoint only one person to approve 
every check that comes across the couhter. Normal business 
fJowpermits this policy. You might need an alternate to 
provide ch~ck apprQvals during vacations and lunch hours, 
but>, the one.person' policy should stand. Why? Simply be-

cause it is easier to teach check cashing caution to one person. 

than to an entire crew. 

To some degree, a check is a "prom issory 
note" saying the holder has the cash on , . 

hand in .a checking account. If this is 
true, then the individual should not 
object to your calling the bank to find 
o~t. 

If someone in the second category comes to you and 
you must decide whether to accept a check! there are only 
two things you need to know: Y 

• Is there a bank balance to cover it? 
• Is this person the lawful holder of the check? 

To some degree, a check is a "promissory note," saying 
the holder has the cash on hand in a checking account. If 
this is true, then the individual should not object to your 
calling the bank to find out. This answers the first question ' 
in approving the check. " 

Next the individual must provide identification to your 
absolute satisfaction-not to your casual satisfac!ion. In 
states that have a photo on the driver's license, request to 
see the license. Compare the name thereon with the name 
on the check. And, of course, compare the Person with the 
photo. In addition," it is useful to have .,identification by 
someone who knows this person. If the individ",al says that 
Mr. Jones f,r:om Jones Service can provide identification, 
then call Mr. Jones and give him a de~cription of your cus- (l 

tomer. You can then inquire if Mr. Jones has taken this' 
person's checks. Only when identification is absolute, 
should the check be approved. 

If the holder cannot be properly identi
fied, or if the banks are closed, then it 
is wise not to cash the check until both 
questions of approval can be answered. 

You will sometimes he asked to approve second-person 
checks ('those written by someone else and givel1 to ()ren- " 
dorsed to the current holder.)These are even more risky th~n 
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CASH REGISTER CONTROLS conl~;ued 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

\\. . " 

. direct personal checks, and identification and references 
must be absolutely sound. " 

If the holder cannot be properly identified, or if the 
banks are closed, then it is wise notto cash the check until 
both questions of approval can be answered. In order to 

justify this action, merely ask yourself if you would extend 
credit to such an individual without checking. In actuality, 
this is what you are doing by cashing the check without 
proper research. 

Some firms ,approve checks only if adriver's Iicens~t or 
other identification is shown. This} of course, does not 
prove the money is 1n the bank. It only verifies ,identifica
tion. Nevertheless, each company should set its own policy 
based on experience. 

Avoid taking a check for any amount 
greater than the purchase. If the check is 
bad, you lose the merchandise and the 
extra money. 

Following are some guidelines and precautions for check 
approval: 

• The "passer" is usually an intelligent person who 
makes a business of cashing bad 'checks. Do not 
underestimate him. Do not be afraid to ask questions, 
and do not hesita,te to check on the answers. " 

• Be sure the ,person is of legal age. Charges cannot be 
pressed against juveniles in some states. Beware

. forgery rings frequently use young people •. 
• Avoid takinga check for any amoLint greater than the 

purchaSe.lf the check is bad, you lose the merchandise 
and the extra money. 

• Reject a coeck showing any sign of alteration. 

• Do not accept as automatically safe: cashiers ch~cks, 
payroll checks, checks cashed by clergymen. Follow 
yourA'irm's standard approval policy. , 

• Do not bl:) rushed, and do not let the custome,r's 
anger color );:our research. If in doubt/, pass it,!lp! 

• ' Traveler's Checks h,ave an almost' astounding reputa
tion. Few instances ot fraud 'exist, and in some cases 
inV61ving fraud, the Traveler's Check companies have 

.covered the checks. Nevertheless, there is nothing 
wrong wIth asking. for someidentificati9n if it appears, 
necessary. 

• Never take a check from a customer made out to your 
company, if the.customer simply Wahtscash. In this 
case have the customer make it out to Qimseifor to 
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~\lash." If )Iou cash a check made out to your com-~
\\ 

. :~hY, the customer can come t6 you at the end of the 
month, claiming that he has paid something on ac
count-and he will have a cancelled check to prove it. 

In a moment they give you an approval 
(or rejection) for the check. If you get 
the approval and the check bounces, 
they will make it good. 

"Check guarantee" servic€l?, such as Telecheck and 
Telecredit, op,erate on a fee-per-check basis. They work this 

. ~. way: 

• You call them on a toll free 800 number. 
• They ask you a few vital questions. 
• In a moment they give you an approval (or rejection) 

for the check. If you get the approval and the check 
bounces, they will make it good. 

Ii The fee is reasonable. You pay a percentage of, the am
ount ,only on checks you have called in .. You pay nothing 
for any other checks you approve without their service. 

In oUr survey we asked members about thejr chec.1{ cash
ing policies. The responses revealed, that tnost member 
wholesalers/distributors use the fOllowil guidelines:' 

r,) 
• Obtain' identificaJion through driver's license} especi

ally instates that now have a photo on the license. 
• If the license meets approval, cash checks up to $25 

(some went to $35), 
• If the amount is over $35, checl<. .with the bank. 

.' O"Uf original impression was that this policy was loose 
and unbusinesslike.lt looked like a real playground for 
"check artists," but it does not seem to have worked that 

, way. Of course, there were some losses, but the people we 
interviewed said they were few.~Qr~over) checks that did 
bounce Were usually so small th~used Iittlo fini:1nclal 
pain. . , . 

. An established check approval and cashing policy saves 
both doHarsand sanity. To be ·effectivethe policy must be 
understood, and followed by all employees. And to assure 
continued adherence to your guidelines, review your policy 
with empl~yees periodically. 

Chapter 6 

'BILLING" PROCEDURES 

Mosfemployees are honest 'people. And as honest people, 
they naturally on occasion want to purchase ,items from 
you. This need not ,be a problem, but inadvertant-and 
sometimes calculated-theft can occur if you have no set 
policy for handling these transactions. 

EMPLOYEE PURCHASES 

" Each establishment should have one person whom every
one goes to for personal purchases. This individual should 
get the parts, write the bill and price all item~ for th'e 
employee. 

This avoids notes, memos and any othar un-numbered 
piece of paper, which might be easily lost. It also avoids 
improper pricing. 

-

Watch for employees who never seem to 
make any purchas(~s. I,t is reasonable to 
assume th,at anyone owning a car and 
working for a parts house will require 
some parts, accessories or additives at 
least once during any 90-day period. 

You can establish the price at which items are to be sold. 
Most wholesalers sell at cost orcost-plus-1 0 percent. They 
feel if goods are sold on that basis, and the employee knows 
it, therecmay be less temptation to steal. . 

Watch for employees whO never seem to make anyopur
chases. It is reasonable to assume that anyone owning a 
car and working for a parts house will require some parts, 
accessories or additives at least once during any 90-day 
period. A good practice might be to insist that all employ
'ees' purchases are charged so that the records may be kept. 
If there is ca potential credit problem, write it on a charge 
ticket and enter the money as "paid on account" so that it 
will still pass through the books. , 

"Trading" is another way employees remove material 
from your shelves. They trade some' of your items to the 
fellow who works at the hardware store or dr~lgstore. They 
might trade to a mechanic who works on th~ir cars,and 

"the trade is made in lieu of r,ash. Trading also occurs with 
local/lpick-up warehouses" where employees of both places 
have a chance for mutual gain. In several cases where this 
was uncm/ered the employees did not really consider it 

(\ , .. 
stealing. They admitted it was not honest, but felt It was 
a step above actual stealing, because the }~omponents were 
not traded for money. When discussing pilferage with em-

ployees, remember your idea of stealing al1,d theirs may be 
quite different. 

If you need some justification for changing your em-, 
pioyee purchases policY, you may want to use the suggested 
statement of policy that follows. Simply till in the blank 
spaces and post it or distribute iiin your next pay envelope. 

EMPLOYEE PURCHASES POUCY 

We follow ,the recommendations of the Automo
tive Service Industry Assn. (ASiA) for employee 
purchases. 

(1 

" 

• One person and an aiternate will be responsible 
for billing all employee purchases . 

- Billing will be handled by: _____ -
- The alternate will be: _______ -: 

o Purchases will be billed at: ______ _ 

- Since this is lower than catalog price, do not 
. request this price for friends or relatives. It is 
for your personal use only. 

- Do not use notes or memos to take out per
sonal need items. 

• ,If an exchange is involved, you wiii be billed for 
the core until it is returned. 

• Our terms are cash or charge. If you charge pur
chases, the charge is to be paid by the 10th of 
the following month. If you cannot meet these 
terms, please notify us at time of purchase. Em
ployees are not taX exempt.You will have to be 
cbarged sales tax. 

• If you are familiar with the catalog, please sup
ply the part numbers when requesting the parts. 

• Notify Us of your purchase as early in the day 
as you can so We can pull the parts fO!l, you. It 
avoids a closing time rush. 

• Returns, if any, should be handled through the 
,person designated above. ,0 1.\ 

Thank you for you~,cooperation 

I~\ 

EVERYTHING MUST BE BILLEDi 

The reason everything leaving your premises must be 
billed on a numbered piece of paper is that it is to baS'y to 

(~ 
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BILLING PROC,EDURES continued 

lose a note. For instance, an employee takes a bunch of 
parts home, not knowing ,which ones will be used. The in··" 
dividual puts them all op an un-numbered note and bills 
himself after bringing back what is not used. Sounds simple. 
Saves bookkeeping~ Saves time. Right? ., 

When discussing pilferage with employ
ees, remember your idea of stealing and 
theirs, may be quite different. 

True, but it also tempts the employee to save money at 
your expense.lf the note is "lost," no OnE!' is the wiser. The 
employee may keep the memo for several months. And if 
you inquire about it, the individual can produce the note to 
show the purchase is not forgotten. The note is only lost 
after you have forgotten it. 

(I 

( We propose~¥ou soften the blow to your employees by 
ilftroducing a new, overall program that covers all phases of 
billing everything. This way, you will not appear to be sing
ling out anyone employee or group of employees. ,.x'policy 
statement such as that below can be used as instructions for " 
billing everything. 

EVERYTHING MUST BE BILLED 

22 

Every time something leaves the store, it must be 
recorded on a numbered invoice, transfer, debit or 
other applicable paper. Notes or memos should not 
be kept on any items that are "billable." The f~lIowing 
are typical examples: 

,JI 
• CUstomer borrows a tool from the shop. * 
• Loaner grease gun, battery charger, or other in

strument is loaned, to the customer.* 
• Customer or employee takes two items, not 

knowing which will fit. Bill both. Write credit 
upon return. 

• Returning a "pick up" to a local car dealer. Put 
on a debit. 

• Return of core~, to our alternator supplier, 
clutch supplier or any other supplier. 

• Return of warranty material to supplier. 
.; Deposit on ridge remover.* 

• Material on which you do not have the price. 
Bill it and leave price open. 

• When you send a customer someth ing that he has 
been "shorted," bill it "no charge" and refer
ence the original invoice on the bill. 

• When sending equipment items out for repair, 
use an order number. 

All items must be billed on some numbered piece of 
paper. 

*Anytime you give someone a loaner tool orequip
ment, use new equipment prices. This gives an am
ount high enough to induce the customer to re-

,turn it promptly. It s~ould make very little dif
ference to the customer, since he will return it' 
anyway" 

o 

Chapter 7 

DEALING WITH PILFERAGE 

After you have established a system to keep pilferilge to a 
minimum, the system should be considered ih the same 
light as apiece of machinery. It should be tested. How? 
Introduse deliberate" errors. It is a relatively simple tech
nique for checking the honesty of your employees and keep
ing everyone aware that you are concerned with accurate 
reporting and pilferage. 

Each department requires a different 'technique and 
errors should be introduced only by a person in upper man
agemEmt. Since wholesalers/distributors have many differ
ent procedures, no standard method for checking can be 
recommended. However, we suggest possible techniques in 
the following section. Some of them have been mentioned 
in prevk~us sections, but are worth repeating. 

When a shipment arrives and is unpacked 
but not yet checked in, have someone 
call the receiving clerk away from the 
area. In his absense, add extra items to 
the shipment. 

TRY INTRODUCING DELIBERATE ERRORS 
(TIDE) 

The receiving department is easily tested. When a. ship
ment arrives and unpacked but' not yet checked in, have 
someone call the receiving clerk away from the are'1,. In 
his absense, add extra items to the shipmillnt. Use parts 
from your own stock of that line. Yoll' will soon know if 
the overage is called to 'your attention or "absorbed." 

Here is a suggested technique for checking a truck dri
ver. Use the same general procedure as above, but this time 
put some extra mateJial on the truck. This test is best made 
with valuable items or easily disposed-of items such as an 
electric drill, spark plugs, etc. 

Many wholesalers/distributors have branch operations. 
They should also be tested occasionally. You"can overship, 
using the above method, to see if it is reported. When this is 
done, on the same shipm6"t include an iter'i1 that is short. 
This avoids the excuse: "We didn't check that shipment in 
because we were too busy tliat day." If the shortage was 
reported on that shipment-but the overage was not-you 
will know someone has yielded to temptation. 

The cash register should also be subjeq,t to sporadic and 
deliberate errors. To check the register simply put extra 
money in the drawer to see if it is reported. Do not always 
use an even amount such as $5 or" $10. Try $4.20 or 
.$16.35 or another '~mount. 

Other departments can also be spot checked by intro
ducing deliberate errors of some kind. Adopt .methods 
suited to your own operations. Spot checking should occur 
constantly and follow no set pattern. If you are always test
ing your system and your people know it,'they can never be 
sure which errors you are aware of. As a result of your ef: . 
forts, many shortages you did not know about will undoubt
edly be called to your attention. A spot checking system 
should be vague. No one should really understand how 
the checks are made or wha{you really do. How often or 
to what depth you check should always be unclear to your 
employees. This keeps anyone from learning a, pattern. It , 
also keeps thern from knowing what facet of your operation 
you are not checking. 

Many people are opposed to spot checking as outlined 
here. They claim that it is like leaving the keys to your 
car in" front of your teenage son when he has been denied 
his driving privileges. 

We are aware that spot checking may tempt some em
ployees to pilfer, ev:;:n th~ugh they have n~ver stolen from 
you in the past. This is not a disadvantage. And your spot 
checking will not start anyone on the road to ruil). If the 
temptation placed before employees causes them to slip off 
the straight and narrow path, then how can you be sure it 
has not happened before? For your business' sake, it is bet
ter to identify any pilferers early rather than find out 
after you have suffered a considerable loss. 

Spot checking, of course, cannot be well done in a loosely 
knit establishment. The deliberate errors would probably 
identify someone as a pilferer, when actually the shortage 
is Que to lax procedures. Spot checking is best accomplished 
after set procedures are established. 

Obviously, use of this approach requires a detached, ob, 
jective attitude. Introduction of deliberate errors includes 
the element of baiting, and some whol~s,alers/distributors 
may be uncomfortable with this. Nevertheless, these things 
may become necessary. And the individual wholesaler/dis
tributor must decide if the ends justify the means. 

Checking service~~'r~ outside agencies 
which send someone to shop" in your 
store, making purchases which create op
portunities for the counterman to pilfer. 

.' 

CHECKING SERVICES 

Checking services are outside agencies which send some
one to shop in your storer making purchases which ,create 

1/ 
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DEALING WITH PILFERAGE continued 

opportunities for the counterman to pilfer. In response to 
our m~mber survey, a surprising number of wholesalers! 
distributors asked where they could contact one of these 

"services. Some implied the service would be useful at any 
price. Even if the check ugcovered no theft, it would at least 
give the wholesaler/distributor peace of mind. 

How do they operate? Here are some typical checking 
service techniques: 

• They make a purchase and try to walk out without 
getting a ticket. " " 

• Or they make"a purchase, get a ticket, and after the 
ticket is written, ask for another item to see if the 
counterman does add it tQ the existing ticket. 

• They also shop at closin~-::ti,me when the counter 
people may l:Je tempted to cheat because the register 
has been checked out or the lights are already off. 

Several different contracts can be made 
with checking services, and you would, 
be' wise to read them twice before sign
ing. Some contracts are written so that 
the service gets 50 percel1t of any 
recovery. 

COSTS AND CONTRACTS 

Several different contracts can be made with checking 
services, and you would be wise to read them twice before 
signing. ~ome contracts are written so that,the service gets 
50 percent of the recovery. Some include prosecution costs, 
and others make the wholesaler/distributor pay these c05ts.", 
If you are interested in merely finding out if you have a 
problem at your counter, be sure your contract calls only for 
discovery- and not recovery. Some recovery contracts 
insist on prosecution, with 50 percent of the settlement 
going to the checking service. 

A checking service usually makes 12 to 20 separate conS 
tacts over a two or three day period. Different people make 
the purchases. Sometimes the service lJses a team, including. 
up to four people, some of whom are women. 

A report is providedoand incl,udes each ihdividual tians-
action. The rep~rt gives the following information: ' 

• The name or description of the counterman. 
• Date and time of contact. 

(; \\w-

• The invoice that covered the sale. 
• " Comme~~ on courtesy, appearance, and promptness. 

Employment of a checking service involves two basic 
costs. First, wholesalers/distributors must refund money for 
all materials the checking company purc~rses when making 
buys. In addition, the fee for the service usually runs ge
tween $125 and $200 per store, depending on which-,of the 
above contracts you use. Many state associ~tions have 
group rates for this service. Thege rates represent a substan
tial savings to association members. 

If you dO,decide to use a checking service: 

• Contact them yourself, not through your secretary. 
• Determine which contract you want-with recovery 

or without. 
• Get the price. 
• Ask how many "buys" they will make. 
• Have them show you the report form they will use. 
• Consider the dates. Are they to be selected by you or 

by the service so that they are a surprise to evelY,.one? 
• Do not tell anyone el~~ in your company. t;; 

,'
t~~ 

When contacting a checking company , 
it is wise to use the phone. If you must 
write, prepare the letter yourself. 

CONTACTING ASERVICE 

When contacting a che~king company, it is wise to use 
the phone. If you must write, prepare the letter yourself. 
Do not dictate to your secretary. She may tell her boy
friend who workS on the c~tunter or notify someone else of 
the letter. When the checRmg date arrives, do not inform 
anyone, not even your manager or other contidants. Opinion 
is divided on whether your crew should be informed that 
you are using this service. One side says that if th~ employ
ees know a checking service is being uS«;ld, they will be afraid 
to cheat, not knowing which ,customer is a tester. Whole
salers/distributors holding the opposite opinion say they are 

, ,more inoter~sted in finding pilferers. Whatever your current 
opinion, these pQ.ints.shouldbe discussed with the checking 
company you intend to u'se. " .'. \i 

Checking services prove invaluable in many instances, 
and most often it is the trusted, employee who is caught. 
Thus, in our opinion', you are wisest :to keep your use of 
this sefVice a secret from everyone. 

The frequency of checks must be up to the individual 
wholesaler/distributor, but we recommend checking about 
once -a year, 

UNDERCOVER OPERATORS 

" 
Many checking services also have facilities for under-

cover operators. These people are actually put on your 
payroll as employees and then placed in the department 
where you feel there is a problem. Most undercover oper
ators can accomplish their job in less than 12 weeks. Sta~~" .' 
ard practice is to keep them on the payroll for several weeks 
after their work is accomplished, never exposing them as 
operators. This permits the wholesaler/distributor to use 
inside undercover operators again without causing a tight
ening up every time a new person is hired. And what will 
this cost your business? The charge for this service consists 
of the r~gufar salary for that job plus the service company's 
override. 

SURVEY RESULTS 

9ur several thousand member survey included the fol
lowing three questions regarding the use of checking ser-

" 

vices. We feel the response from more than 1,000 members 
is significant: 

<? 
,,",. Do you use a checking service to see if invoices are 

written on every sale? 

Yes • .f 1 % 

No , " 59~~ 
, 

• Has this service caught anyone? 

Yes 

No 

" • ~ they charge you a I'Cli'Celitage ofthe amount they 
recoy~r? ' 

, ' 
58-'; , 

No 
o 

, Note that the 47 perctlnt who said they cayght some-
one is not 47 percent of all firms surveyed. Rather it is 47 

perG~nt/ff~~'t1 percent Using a checking service. ; 
, The figures:-snow that dishonest employees are discovered' 

about half the time when a checking service is used. Our fig
ures do not indicate the number of countermen caught pil
fering per firm. However, we have been led to believe it is 

,:aI~iiYs more than half the people tested. 
il "''.'.' ". 

Listed below are some typical comments our f!1embers 
lis~d on the survey in reference to checking services: 

• Have not used checking service in 10 years_ Do not 
know why. 

• We are a WD, and have almost no cash sales. 
• It is hard to find a good checking service. 
• This service is a must. Try it. You will like it! 
• We have paid SO percent"of recovery-and it is ,worth 

it. 
• Our checking company did not catch anyone the iast 

time. I do not know if they are Jip< orifouremployees 
have become honest. -,I 

• Where can we find the (,lames of some of these service 
companies? 

SHORTAGES 

Shortages a~~every Iltvel, ~d however slight, should .be 
checked by the b.!!:rier or his designee immediately, A feeiing 
of importance must be attached to any shortage. I mpress all 
personnel with the idea 'that any shortage is handled at the 

", top level. Create a firm understanding that shortages are a 
rTfatter of concern. Otherwise you ma~ have problems. For 
example, most bank tellers, payrQII clerks and sales people 
who are tempted to steal start by taking-a little bit. And if 
they get by with that, they take a bit more. 

The greatest mistake made by management is taking only 
"casual notice of shortages.' We cannot overemphasize th\~ 
value of tQP management involvement in investigating any 
shortages. Many have a tendency to watch closely the cash 
transCl,C(tions in their establishments, but as soon as that 
cash is co~yr;.ted to merchandise, concern with theft de
clines. TbYlubject is of great importance. BrJng it up at -:::,,- \', ~\ 

company meetings. Talk about its importance and demand 
improvement. "~ 

All personnel must be trained to investigai.:e every short
age thoroughly and promptly. Hopefully tlfis practice will 
keep ey,eryone from taking a few small, inexpensive items 
and later ,graduating to. larger, more valuable components. 
Discourage everyone fro~ taking the first step. 

In large establishments, shortages should be handled by 
management at or above the de artment head 1-

\ .. :-
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DEALING WITH 'PILFERAGE continued 

all possible. Shipping clerks, order fillers, and countermen 
should never be authorized to decide how to handle any 
shortages, even small ones. Granting such authority to em
ployees at this le,,{el issues them a license to .get material 
out of the building on a no charge basis-and minimizes the 
seriousness of theft. 's 

Compare your procedures with those of a bank. If at 
any time your deposit slip did not agree with the cash am
ount received by the teller, you would quickly hear from 
the bank's management. Yet the loss of cash in the whole
sale/distribution auto parts fields represents only a fraction 
of the loss through stolen merchandise. Your personnel will 
not place the same value on merchandise as they do on 
money, if management does not set the example. 

'I 

Frequently, the shelf quantity does not 
match the perpetual inventory amount. 
What is done about it? A simple change 
is made in .the recorded ~mount so that 
it matches the shelf amount. 

A COMMON SHORTAGE PROBLEM 

Frequently, the shelf quantity does not match the per
petual inventory amqunt. What is done about it?< A simple 
change, is made in the recorded ,amount so that it matchet. 
the shelf amount. And what if it is short again next month? 
Again, the records are altered. This, of course, is easy to 
do, but it is not really a cure. It is a compensating entry 
that makes the problem appear to vanish. 

In cases like this, the wholesaler/distributor knows there 
is a :;hortagej but does '1ot know where to pin the blame. 
To cover your most likely leaks, talk to your personnel. ' 
Ask the counterman to be sure that he is putting down the 
proper part numbers, that he writes legibly and that he is 
meticulous about writing credits. Remind the order filler to 
be careful about pulling the right numbers from the shelf. 
Also speak with the receiving clerk and emphasize that if an 
order is checked in wrong, it is entered wrong on the 
inventory sheets, creating problems throughout the system. 
Do not hesitate to speak with other personnel if the situa
tion requires. Always stress the need for accurate, legibre 
records and exact counting of all components. 

SALES-INVENTORY-PURCHASES (SIP) RATIO 

The only way to accurately identify a shortage is to take 
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a physical inventory. Since a physical inventory is usually 
taken only once a year, a 10f71g time elapses before a sus
pected shortage can be chec'ked. A, reliable method of 
predicting shortages is needed. 

Bookkeeping figures, available on the 
premises, provide data that can be con
verted to useful percentages. The Sales 
to Inventory to Purchases (SIP) Ratio, 
using available data, reveals the balance 
of sales to purchases. 

A useful method exists. Bookkeeping figures, available 
on the premises, provide data that can be converted to use
ful percentages. The Sales to Inventory to Purchases (SIP) 
Ratio, using available data, reveals the balance of sales to 
purchases. It also provides a running record of inventory 
level. An example explains how this SIP Ratio works: 

• If you made a 30 percent profit last year, and you 
plan to make 30 percent this year 

and 
• If you replace every item yoy sell this month at 70 

percent of selling price 
and 

• If you never increase or decrease your dollar volume 
. of stocl< then ,. 

• Your inventory would be the Same at the end of every 
month and at the end of every year. 

How does this data work to the wholesaler's/distributor's 
advantage? Assuming a business expects it 30 percent gross, 
every month's purchases should be 30 percent less than 
sales. If n.pt, then the overages or shortages are recorded. 
Purchases are never exactly 30 percent less because of 
overbuying, underbuying and seasonable items. However, at 
some time purchases and sales ought to balance. If after six 
months, for example, purchases are not 30 percent less than 
sales, check inventory further. Either inventory has actually 
increas(!d, or it just appears that way. 

If a check of inventory; and buying practices shows that 
purchasing has not increased, then maybe someone is ab
sorbing merchandise. Of course, an adjY,stment must be 
made if selling prices have been cut or the gross profit 
margin altered in some other way. 

The two SIP charts shown on the next two pages provide 
sample figures for gross profit margins of 30 percent and 
33 1 /3 p~}cent. .... 
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SALES-iNVENTORY-PURCHASES (SIP) CHART 

The SIP ~atio encourages a.balance between sales and purchases. And if that balance does 
(( , not exist, further checking clarifies the reason. 
'\~ 

SALES PU R~HASES @ 30 % 
GROSS PROFIT 

Should 
Were Have Been 

THIS MAKES 
INVENTORY 

Over Under • 

NOW 
SHOULD HAVE 

Start 

JAN ----~~~~--~~~~~~~--~----~-------r~~~~~--~ 
FEB ----~~~~--~~~~~~~~~-+~~~+--------i~~~~~----~ 
MAR ____ ~~~~--~~~~~~~~--~~~-r----~--~~~~~--~_1 

APR ____ ~~~~--~~~~~~~~--~~~-r------~~~~~~----_, 
MAY ____ ~~~~--~~~~~~~~--~~~-r~~----~~~~~----_1 
JUN 

JUL ----~~~~~~~~~~~~-+~~-4------~~~~~~--~ 
AUG ____ ~~~~--~~~~~~~~-T~~--~~~--~~~~~----_1 
SEPT ____ ~~~~ __ ~~~~~~~~-t------~~~~~~~~~--~_, 

The arrow shows how much inventory should be in stock 
if gross profit is set at 30 percent. 

. .10 clarify: 

Ifthe amount shown by arrow is ....... $104,700 
And actual counted inventory is ..•...... 100,000 
You have a, shortage of. • . . . • . • . • . .• ..$ 4,700 

It appear~ that there is pilferage by customers oremploy~ 
ees. Possibly the firm is selling cheaper than it should. Or' 
there may be poor check-in procedures. Only further inves
tigation will reveal the reason for imbalance. If this year 

. the wholesaler/distributor is buying better-or conversely, 
II 

buying poor,er-he has to. adjust the "Purchases @" column 
to reflect the amount being made. 

" 

\ 



DEALING WITH PILFERAGE continued 

SALES-INVENTRORY-PURCHASES (SIP) CHART 

JAN 

FEB 

SALES PURCHASES@331/3% 
GROSS PROFIT 

Should 
Were Have Been 

THIS MAKES 
INVENTORY 

Over , Under 

NOW 
SHOULD HAVE 

MAR ____ ~~ua~ ____ ~~~~~~~~~-4~~~~ ________ ~~~~~~----~ 

APR 

MAY ____ ~~~~~~ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~-+-L~~~+-----~--~~~,-~~~------~ 
jUN 

jUL 

AUG 
----~~~~~----~~~~~~~~~~--~~!~~~+---------~~~~~~~------~ 

SEPT 
----~~==~~----~~~~~-r~~~~~-+--------+--L~~~~~~~~~~------~ 

OCT 

NOV __ ~~~~~ __ ~~~~~LZ~~~~~~~+-~ ____ ~~~~~~ _____ ~ 
DEC 

To clarify: 

If the amount shown by arrow is ...•• _ . $119,400 
And actual counted inventory is .•••..••• 100,000 
You have a shortage of. .•..•.••.••.•. $ 19,400 

Let us assume the wholesaler's/distributors margin has 
dropped from last year's gross by 1 1/'5 percent. Year end 
inventorywoulcl change from $119,400 to $114,000. 

Inventory at 33 1/3 percent gross ..•••.. $114,000 
Actual inventory c9unt of .•.....••.••• 100,000 

CShortage of ...• jl .................. $ 14,000 

Remember that s:a;jonal buys, special buys and late 
shipments all cause i~~balance in sales/purchases figure. \\ ,'lJ 
However, the figures should balance eventually-perhaps in 
90 day in~ntals. Waiting too long to physically check in
ventory causes the biggest problems. Our advice? Do not 
wait for year end. Take a mid-year inventory. 

HANDLING KEYS 

Whenever a key-holding employee leaves your firm, 
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-
change the locks. This should be done even if the individ
ual is honest. It eliminates a suspect, if a shortage comes 

up. if 
Do not II,;ave keys hanging' on a nail near the door they 

open. Anyone can have a duplicate made and return the 
original to the nail before management realizes it. 

Neither drivers nor anyone else should take vehicle keys 
home. Trucks are easily stolen by an accomplice or used for 
unauthorized purposes. 

RECORDING DOOR OPENING 

A recording door opening device is a simple bolt-on 
mechanism that registers every time a door is locked, not 
just closed. It registers the time the door is unlocked for 
the day and locked for the night. The device also registers 
any times the door is unlocked after hours. 

The door lock company which installs the lock fixes all 
other entry doors so that the last door closed must have the 
security lock. This means no one can circumvent the 
security ,door by going through another door. 

, " 
',' <.) 
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Jhe lock contains a paper disc which is m!liled in once a 
we~k for decoding. The lock company then m~ils the whole
saler/distributor a report showing the times the store was 
locked and unlocked. The man removing the chart cannot 
tamper with it bec?~;ge it contains markings that mean 
nothing, until it has been put th:::Jugh (i decoder. For great-

II 
er secrecy, the weekly report, can beiisent to the whole-
saler's/distributor's home. ' jJ 

WHEN YOU UNCOVER PILFERAGE 

Outrage. Shock. Vengeance. Pity. Hate. The discovery 
of pilferage leads to a complex emotional reaction. A few 
words of advice. Do not act on your first impulses. Take 
a little time to think it through. Acting on the rebound 
might be expensive and counterproductive. Avoid doing 
something that puts the pilferer on guard, permits the per
son to get rid of the evidence or undo something that has 
been done. 

Avoid doing something that puts the 
piJferer on guard;. perm its the person to 
g~'Z1id of the evidence or undo some
thing that has been done. 

Professionals in this field like the advantage of surprise 
confrontation with a suspect. If the person is qyestioned 
early or in some other way learned that he is suspect, the 
advantage is lost. 

Once a pilferer is identified, it does not necessarily fol
low that discharge must be immediate. This avenue is not 
ruled out, but there are alternatives. However, if firing is in 
order, We suggest the following precautions and procedures: 

• If you are not pressing charges or attempting to re
cover the money, have the person resign in writing, 
rather than being fired. This. tactic has special value 
in cases where guilt is simply your word against the 
employee's. Laws generally favor the underdog-the 
employee •. 

• if an attempt to recover the money is planned, and 
the employee has admitted theft, have the individual 
handwrite an admission in his own "words. Have it 
witnessed and signed. A typewritten sheet, signed by 
the employee, is less acceptable in court. A clever 
lawyer can make quite a presentation for the defend
~nt, claiming the individual was made to sign under 

pressure, in a state of semi-shock or under consider
able duress. 

• Our general advice-get rid of the employee. How
ever, extenuating circumstances may keep the individ- " 
ual on the payroll. Perhaps the pilferer is your broth
er-in-Iaw. If this is the case, make it clear that this is 
a second chance, but a third will not be granted. Stat
istics show the employee is not discharged in one
third of such cases, and 90 percent of these people 
are caught stealing again! 

Do not attempt your own interrogation 
or handling of the case. Leave this to 
professionals who have studied and 
worked in this field. 

• If your decision is to fire, to press charges to the ex
treme and to recover the money, talk to an expert. 
The bonding company, a qualified attorney or law 
enforcement personnel can tell you how' to prepare 
a strong case. 

• Do not attempt your own interrogation or handling 
of the case; Leave this to professionals who have 
studied and worked in this field. 

• Do not reveal the discovery to the employee until 
after you have consulted with this expert. Juries are 

~,,,,-- 'generally favorable to the accused, so you need as 
close to an iron-clad case as possible. I! 

• Consider unemployment compensation. In} many 
states you must have an actual court cdpviction 
to avoid unemployment compensation. Pa9ing the 
compensation may, of course, be less costly in the 
long run than permitting theft to continue. 

• If an admission of theft is given and the stolen amount 
is stated, you can almost be sure it is twice that much. 
Even if the employee feels an honest answer is being 
given, it probably is the amount gotten for the stolen 
goods-not their sale value at your location. 

• A final caution. Where there is one, there are two. 
" Unless you have a small organization, you will seIdom (( 

find ,someone working alone. Most thefts require 
collusion. Be on the lookout for the accomplice. 

Although we have presented several·suggestions for hand
ling the discovery of theft/'there is no be'st approach for all 
cases. Individual wholesalers/distributors must do what is 
best in their unique situations. 
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Chapter 8 

ASIA M"EMBERSURVEY 

This section brings together the suryey results, including 
typical comments, that do not appear in earlier sections of 
the manual. Although this material does not fit neatly into 

the earlier main sections of the manual, we feel it provides 
.important additional and enlightening insights into the 
problem of pilferage. 

SURVEY RESULTS 

IF YOU FIRED AN EMPLOYEE FOR STEALING AND APROSPECTIVE.,EMPLOYER CALLED FOR 
REFERENCES, WOULD YOU: 

Tell him the truth? 

Answer "no comment?" 

Say nothing derogatory? 

COMMENTS 
" I Why should I not tell the (ruth? I would expect him to 

tell me the truth if I called him. 
I The new laws make me lie. 
I If the employee was dishonest, we hint around, but do 

not say it outright. 
I I do not tell the whole truth, but I do mention the I 

would not re-hire the individual. 
I I told the man who called me that the employee 'was a 

crook, but he hired the per~on anyhow. 
I There is no reason not to tcill it like it is. 
I I answer some of the questions by saying, "If you come 

to see me personally I will give you all the details." 

, ' .78% 
\ ,\ 

.J Not only would I tell the truth, I would call the employee 
and repeat what I said. 0 

I It depends how well I know the caller. 
I Sometimes i,hell them it is partly my fault because I let 

the individiJaf get away with it too long. 
I I tell my employees when hired that I will tell later 

employers the absolute truth. 
.; Our management group decided to tell the truth, but our 

lawyer said not to. 
I I would tell the truth only if I decided to prosecute. 
I A fired empl~yee never gave me for a reference. 

TWO THIRDS OF OUR RESPONDENTS HAVE ,~A'UGHT PILFERERS. OF THOSE, WHAT PERCENT 
)-fAVE CAUGHT: 

One or two people 

Three or more people 

Five or more people 

10 or more people 

15 or more people 

COMMENTS 

I I lost $lOO,OOO, but only recovered $45,000. 
I I guessed the amount of loss and settled for $4,000. 
I Lost $10,000. I am supposed to get installment payments 

but I have not seen anything yet. 
I I am aware of no loss, but that does not meahone does 

not exist., 
I Had a $1,000 loss but had to settle for $500 because the 

judge said some items did not have serial numbers. And I 
could not prove they were mine. 

I I have caught three people, but Lord knows how much 
they took. ,) 

30 

... 56% 

21% 

I Had about,five people who averaged $2,000 each. 
I He took $2,OQO. I got back $1,200 only after threatening 

prosecution. 
I I have not caught anyone in the last eight years, and it is 

starting to worry me. 
I Of the three people we caught, one admitted to $2,000j 

one to $6,000; anar')ne to nothing. , 
I Lost about $8,000, but what htUt Was that he was a key 

man .• 
I We are in the middle of a $30,000 claim now. " 
I We. had 1.4 employees take $20,000. Our recovery was 

., 

; 
I 

: f 
.{ 

'1 
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only 50 percent. 
I I have two men who I know are stealing, but I cannot 

catch them. 
I, The courts are not very good when a wholesaler tries to 

prosecute.' 
I Theolast pilferer I fired went on unemployment for six 

months. It cost me more than my loss. 
I Three peqple took $25,000. , 
I Of a $9,000 loss I got back $5,000 from ,the thief and 

$4,000 from the bonding company. ' 
lOur loss Was $400,000, but recovery was only $220,000. 
I Of a $20,000 loss I have only gotten back $200. 
I Had a $12,000 loss. Got back $2,OOO--and the lawyer 

-
got most of that . 

I They admitted to $4,600, anr:/ paid it all back, but I am 
sure they took much more. 

I My losses would have to be very big before I would 
fight the court system. 

I Lost about $10,000. The thief was a partner in a branch 
store. 0 

I Lost $3,000. The employee returned $400 and went to 
prison. 

I My $20,000 loss was not discovered until inventory time. 
I I lost $4,000 and recovered 100 percent. But the CPA 

costs were $1,800. 

WHERE, AT YOUR LOCATION, HAS THE GREATEST AMOUNT OF PILFERAGE TAKEN PLACE? 

EDITOR'S COMMENT 

CO!lntermen 

Driver 

Management Person 0 

Shipping 

Salesmen 

Shop 

Receiving 

., . 31% 

,(. I Note the positions of the management personnel a~d s'!'esmen. 

HOW LONG WAS THE PILFERING EMPLOYEE WITH YOU? 

EDITOR'S COMMENT. 

il'J 
Less thai~ one year 

One to ffve years 

Over five years 

~' '38% 

• 44'% 

~ ---
I Note the relativeiy high percentage of employees with over five years service who were caughtpilfering. it is 

almost one out of every five. 

REGARDING YOUR EMPLOYEES: 

What percent is 90% honest? . ' '5q% 

.. What percent takes small items? . .' 85% 

What percent;s dishonest? under III 
EDITOR'S COMMENT (J . 

0/ This substantiates the industry belief tbat almost everyone takes some small iter= 

= 
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ASIA MEMBER SURVEY continued 

IN YOUR OPINION WHY DOES THE EMPLOYEE PILFER? 

1 r General need for money • ' 8 % 

2) Lower prevailing moral standards " " 76% 

3) Knows it is easy to get away with 74% 

4) Employer is underpaying employee , " .' 69%' 

5) Supporting a habit (drugs, drinking, etc.) 
..' 64% 

6) Thrill of getting away with it , 4,2% 

EDITOR'S COMMENT 1/ 

I Employers have some control over the third and fourth factors, but the remaining items are essentially 
out of their control. 

IS IT EASY TO ~TEAL FRQM YOUR COMPANY? 

COMMENTS 

Yes 

No 

I We periodically hire an inside informant from a detective 
agency. He operates as a regular employee. The last time, 
we used an agency, we caught five pilferers. " 

I We feel theft has dropped considerablysince we started 
using polygraph tests. 

I Even though we feel our employees are honest, we do not 
close our eyes to the possibility of pilferage. 

I I feel we reduce the need to steal by selling to our em
ployees at cost. 

'. . '65%' 
\ . -

I We randomly stop our delivery trucks on the road to 
check the paperwork against the load. 

I We have installed a metal detector on the employees' 
exit door. 

I For the past 10 years we have used a detective agency. 
In addition to identifying pilferers, the agency told us 
who was drinking, smoking pot, and leaVing early. 

I When we discharge someone for stealing, V(.e leak the 
information so that all personnel hear it. 

COMMENTS OF PROSECUTION EXPERIENCES 

I When we·-fired a minority person for stealing, we found 
ourselves d~lfending our position with EEOC. 

I From what \! see, the offenders usually go free and steal 
again. " 

I Employee stealing will _ be here forever because the 
courts are in their favor. 

I We cannot check(/-~)erson's background anymore be
cause EEOC regulations make former employers afraid 
to talk. 

I Not only are the courts" a problem, but pilferage is 
socially acceptable today. 

I The hardest problem was getting the State's Attorney 
to ,prosecute. When the employee was convicted, he 
got five years, but it was a suspended sentence, and the 
man is back on the street. 

I From past experience, we have a new motto: "Never 
accuse - unless you call prove. II 

COMMENTS ON UNFORTUNATE EXPERIENCES 

lOur system is not that good. We cannot really tell if 
someone is stealing. 

I Until we got the questionnaire, we did not realize we 
had a poor checking system. 

0/ In some instances we have lost stock due to our loose 
controls. 

0/ There have been several cases where an employee left us, 
and we later found out the person had been stealing. 

J ThD I..,r+ rDuo .... "to1 t-itvt.oc \1/0 h'3rl "l nrnhlAn"II it- \lI"lC 'iJith n"'I\I 

Own relatives. 
I My employees make long distance calts on the,company 

phone. I, call that stealing. 
I I had continual c?sh shortage, and when it was traced 

down, my most trusted man was the culprit. 
I We do not know who is stealing and who is. not. We 

suspect, but we have no proof. 
0/ It seems that in my company we close the bam door 

.... + .. ,.... ..... t... ... L.. ............... : ........... _ ... 

, , 0/ We feel we have too many peopie with authority to write 
credits, to go to the register, to make purchases, etc. Our 

system allows flexibility but makes checking shortages 
difficult. 

WHAT ACTION DO YOU TAKE AGAINST EMPLOYEES CAUGHT PILFERING? 

Our survey asked several questions about \vhat a whole
saler/distributor would do if a pilferer were caught. Answers 
varied widely, but most are represented in the following 
list: 

I Would not fire him the first time. Would if he did it again. 
0/ I am a former court judge. It has made me tougher. 
I It is hard to fire~omeone in a small town. Word gets 

around. 
0/ Wrong is wrong. I would have him arrested right away. 
0/ It all depends on the amount he took. 
I I do what the bonding company tells me. , , 
0/ The few times we gave a second chance, they 5t! ;gain. 
0/ Each circumstance i~ different. We make up our rtiind as 

we go. 
0/ We are disgusted with the way the courts handle it. 
0/ We admit we are weak. We never prosecute. 
0/ The law ought to be changed so that you must prosecute. 
I If it was the first time, I would ask for double the 

amount in restitution. 
0/ I can get restitution by going to courtand plea bargaining. 
0/ In my case tr( court fined the employee, but I had to 

sue the bonding company in order to get my money. 
0/ The attorney was a bigger crook than the person I fired. 
0/ Would be based on the quality of our evidence. 
0/ Catching a man four years ago and not firing him has 

made him our most valuable marl today. 
I My bookkeeper ripped me off. The bonding company 

paid me off. But the police still have not found her. 

The question "Are you reluctant to discuss theft with an 
employee?" yielded these responses: 

Yes 
No 

, r ,29% 

.' 71%-

Askec., "Would you disregard the theft if the value were 
$100, $50, $10?" respondents answered: 

$100 Yes 
No 

$50 Yes 
No 

$10 Yes 
No 

1!!191 
g'6iI , 
.. , '. .' . '98%, 

" 97% 

- , 85%. 

Clearly, our members are concerned about any amount 
stolen. However, there does seem to be some reluctance to 
discuss it with employees. 

GENERAL COMMENTS ON PILFERAGE 

I When we uncover theft, we feel it is only the tip of the 
iceberg. 

0/ It was surprising to find that thermostats were being 
stolen, since they never had been a problem before. The 
thief explained they are light enough to put in a;:;ocket. 
A few fit a lot of cars, and they are fairly expensive. 

0/ We discovered one counterman who swapped our mer
chandise for work on his car by a garage customer. 

0/ We have had some theft from outsiders, such as the 
freight delivery drivers, and servicemen who come in to 
work on electrical or plumbing problems. 

./. One of our counter girls was concealing merchandise 
\ where we could not look It 

0/ Stealing can be avoided by dealing fairly with employees. 
0/ I believe that almo~t every employee takes something, 

however small. 
0/ Most employees feel that the employer has plenty of 

money and will not miss what is taken. 
0/ Would like to put in some kind of program, but I arh 

afraid it would cost an arm and a leg. 
0/ Personnel see the employer not reporting overages from 

suppliers and holding back credits from customers. Why 
should employees not follow suit? 

0/ I cannofunderstand why employees see other personnel 
steal and do not report it. When questioned, they say 
they did not want the individual to lose the job. 

0/ We need a book on this topic. The small jobber has no 
guidance. 

l Honesty has no grey area. We discharge people for any 
theft. 

Knowing that many wholesalers face problems simUar 
to YOlJrs, hold some of the same views and have had similar 
experiences in attempts at prosecution may help save your 
sanity. Hopefully, this final chapter goes beyond that by 
giving you greater understanding of how pilferage takes 
place. Recognizing a potential problem is the first step in 
prevention. 
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